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Abstract

In the development of explosively formed projectiles (EFPs), researchers are faced with the problem of testing prospective metals at high strain rates. So far it has been assumed that, relative to the cooling time, the deformation time is practically instantaneous indicating that the test is adiabatic: none of the heat generated within the metal is lost to conduction. In this paper we construct a model that subtracts out the effects of kinetic energy and uses specific heat as a function of temperature. In this way we can focus on the energy change in the specimen that can be attributed to temperature and determine just how adiabatic the high strain rate test is.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_b$</td>
<td>cross-sectional area of the bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_s$</td>
<td>cross-sectional area of the specimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_e$</td>
<td>elastic wave velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_b$</td>
<td>radius of the bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_s$</td>
<td>radius of specimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Young's modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$IE$</td>
<td>internal energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ke$</td>
<td>kinetic energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_e$</td>
<td>elastic strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_p$</td>
<td>plastic strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_i$</td>
<td>incident strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_r$</td>
<td>reflected strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_t$</td>
<td>transmitted strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_s$</td>
<td>length of the specimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_b$</td>
<td>length of the bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_s$</td>
<td>specimen density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_i$</td>
<td>incident stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_r$</td>
<td>reflected stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_s$</td>
<td>specimen stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_t$</td>
<td>transmitted stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>heat capacity at constant pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_v$</td>
<td>heat capacity at constant volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>thermal diffusivity constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_1$</td>
<td>displacement of the incident bar/specimen interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_2$</td>
<td>displacement of the specimen/transmitter bar interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Poisson's ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_s$</td>
<td>Poisson's ratio for specimen material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

For the past several years the Defence Research Establishment Suffield has been studying explosively formed projectiles (EFPs). Upon detonation, the metal used in such a device undergoes tremendous deformation at a high strain rate, but despite these harsh conditions, the integrity of the metal cannot be compromised. In order to test metals at the appropriate strain rates for use as an EFP, an apparatus known as a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar is used. In this test, a small sample of the test material is sandwiched between two bars and compressed at a high strain rate. Of particular interest during the test is the amount of heat dissipated by the specimen during deformation. One may think that at very high rates the deformation would be so rapid the process would be adiabatic—no heat gain or loss during the test. This is the area explored in this thesis. We treat our specimen as a material with a continuous density distribution and use the basic principles of physics to study the forces on the particles and their resulting motion.[12]

To calculate the heat dissipated from the specimen into the adjoining bars we discretized the specimen and used first principles of motion and thermodynamics to build conservation equations. A simulation of the deformation was generated using
a computer program. The results could be validated using data obtained from heat sensors placed along the bars during an actual test.

To follow the development of the equations and resulting computer algorithm, the reader needs to be familiar with partial differential equations and finite difference techniques. A brief review of each area is provided as required, but for those wishing a more extensive review we refer to Carrier and Pearson [5] and Lapidus and Pinder[15].

1.1 Stress and Strain

The strength of a metal is its ability to resist changing its size or shape when external forces are applied. When stress ($\sigma$), defined as force/unit area, is applied to a metal it changes shape. This change in shape is known as strain ($\epsilon$) and is expressed as a ratio, $\epsilon = \Delta L / L_0$, where $L_0$ is the original length and $\Delta L$ is the change in length. Thus, a standard uniaxial tensile test involves stretching a prepared sample over a certain time period and measuring the change in length as a ratio to the original length. For a cylindrically shaped specimen there will be a corresponding reduction in cross-sectional area or transverse strain which we record as a change in diameter. Poisson's ratio ($\mathcal{P}$) is the ratio of this transverse strain to the axial longitudinal strain:

$$\mathcal{P} = \frac{\text{change in transverse dimensions}}{\text{change in longitudinal dimensions}} = \frac{\epsilon_T}{\epsilon_L}.$$

If the stress is not too great, the strain induced by the stress is not permanent and the metal returns to its original shape after the load is removed. However, if the stress is too great—above the elastic limit of the metal—the deformation is permanent. A typical stress versus strain plot is shown in Figure 1.1.
The elastic range corresponds to the linear portion of the graph. Within this elastic range, the ratio of stress to strain is known as Young’s Modulus, or the modulus of elasticity, and is denoted $E = \sigma / \varepsilon$ (also known as Hooke’s Law). Hooke’s Law states that stress (load) is directly proportional to strain (extension) up to a certain limit. This limit has been named the proportional limit. Often the proportional limit is extremely difficult to accurately determine so a small offset is used to calculate the yield strength. The yield strength shows the point at which the relationship between stress and strain is no longer constant. On continued straining, the applied stress will increase until the ultimate stress has been reached and then fall as fracture is approached.

A very important factor in such a test is the rate at which the load is being applied and consequently the strain rate taking place. The strain rate ($\dot{\varepsilon}$) is the rate of change of strain with respect to time, $\dot{\varepsilon} = \frac{d\varepsilon}{dt}$, the units being inverse time ($s^{-1}$).
Since $\epsilon = \Delta L/L_0$ then

$$\frac{d\epsilon}{dt} = \frac{1}{L_0} \frac{dL}{dt} = \frac{v}{L_0}$$

where $L$ is the length of the specimen of original length $L_0$, and $v$ is the velocity at which the specimen is being deformed. To test materials at strain rates of the order of $10^4$ s$^{-1}$, experimental techniques that make use of impact dynamics and wave propagation phenomena are employed. One common apparatus used for high strain rate testing is the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB)[10].

1.2 The Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar

The SHPB consists of a striker, an incident bar, a specimen and an output bar. To test the specimen, a pressure wave is induced in the incident bar by the striker bar, the size and duration of the pulse being controlled by the length and velocity of the striker bar. This wave causes a stress in the incident bar and an accompanying strain which is measured at strain gauge A, the midpoint of the incident bar (see Figure 1.2). At the incident bar/specimen interface the wave is partially reflected and the rest transmitted into the specimen. The wave moves through the specimen and is again partially reflected and partially transmitted at the specimen/output bar interface. The transmitted portion induces a stress and accompanying strain in the transmitter bar which is measured at strain gauge B—the midpoint of the transmitter bar. The reflected portion moves back along the incident bar and the resulting strain is again measured at strain gauge A. Knowing these strains, we are able to determine the strain history of the specimen which was not directly measurable.

There are numerous articles detailing the operation and analysis of the SHPB,
and since it is not the focus of this research, it is not necessary to go through those in detail here; the interested reader can consult [2] and [11] for additional details. We do however need to provide a brief account to augment the reader’s background.

1.2.1 Overview and Analysis

The most fundamental assumption made about the SHPB apparatus is that the incident and transmitter bars remain elastic throughout the test. This assumption, along with testing techniques that call for, among other things, accurate alignment of the bars, the use of a lubricant between the bars and the specimen, and appropriate sizing of the components, provide a uniaxial, uniform deformation compression test that is mathematically predictable.

Upon impact by the striker bar, an elastic pressure wave begins to move along the incident bar. By considering the elastic rod as a coupled spring mass system, it can be shown that the velocity of this elastic wave \( (v) \) is \( v = \frac{E}{\rho} \) where \( \rho \) is the density. Gallagher [13] has shown that if an element of the rod were initially at rest, this velocity \( (v) = \epsilon c_e \). Since displacement is the integral of velocity, in terms of incident, transmitted, and reflected pulses we have

\[
u_t = c_e \int_0^t (\epsilon_i(t) - \epsilon_r(t))dt,
\]
and

\[ u_2 = c_e \int_0^t \epsilon_2(t) \, dt, \]

where \( u_1 \) is the displacement at the incident bar/specimen interface, and \( u_2 \) is the displacement at the specimen/transmitter bar interface. The difference between \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) would be the specimen displacement and hence the specimen strain is

\[ \epsilon_s = \frac{c_e}{L_s} \int_0^t (\epsilon_i(t) - \epsilon_r(t) - \epsilon_t(t)) \, dt \]

where \( L_s \) is specimen length, and the strain rate for the specimen, \( d\epsilon_s/dt \), would be the time derivative of this.

The stress on the specimen would be the average between the forces at each interface. Recall that

\[ \sigma = f / A \]

where \( f \) is force and \( A \) is the area over which the force is applied. For the elastic bars we can also apply Hooke’s law, \( \sigma = \epsilon E \). Combining these shows the force at the incident bar/specimen interface to be

\[ f_1 = (\epsilon_i(t) + \epsilon_t(t)) \, E \, A, \]

and at the specimen/transmitter bar interface,

\[ f_2 = \epsilon_t(t) \, E \, A, \]

so at the specimen,

\[ \sigma_s = \frac{A_b [\epsilon_i(t) + \epsilon_t(t) + \epsilon_t(t)] \, E}{2} \]
where $A_b/A_s$ is the ratio of the cross sectional area of the bar to the specimen. Furthermore, after a very short time, considered negligible when compared to the duration of the test, $f_1 = f_2$; the stress on the specimen will be in equilibrium. This is equivalent to

$$\varepsilon_i(t) + \varepsilon_r(t) = \varepsilon_s(t),$$

which can be used to simplify the above formulas leaving

$$\sigma_s = \frac{A}{A_s} \varepsilon_i(t) E,$$

$$\varepsilon_s = \frac{-2c_s}{L_s} \int_0^t \varepsilon_r(t) \, dt,$$

and

$$\frac{d\varepsilon_s}{dt} = \frac{-2c_s}{L_s} \varepsilon_r(t).$$

Thus the stress-strain behavior of the specimen is determined by measurements made on the elastic bars.

Figure 1.3 shows the strain history of a SHPB test. One can see how the three strains collectively induce a strain on the specimen. The incident strain is the initial strain induced in the incident bar. The reflected strain, working in the opposite direction, appears as a negative strain. Finally the transmitted strain is the amount of strain that passes through the specimen and reacts with the transmitter bar. Notice the slight recovery, the negative region on the specimen strain towards the end of the test, of the specimen after the load is dispersed. The specimen strain is depicted in Figure 1.4.

It should be noted that in the case of the specimen deformation during the split Hopkinson test, strains as high as 30 to 100% are taking place. Initially the strain
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Figure 1.3: The three strains, \( e_r \), \( e_t \) and \( e_f \).

On the metal is elastic. In this range every bit of energy that goes into deforming the specimen is stored as recoverable internal strain energy. This limit has been named the proportional limit and it is that point where the stress strain curve deviates from a straight line. Since this point of divergence is not easy to determine, another value, the yield strength, is used. The yield strength has a built in correction factor that states: a permanent deformation of 0.2% in the material is allowed. Beyond this point we have unrecoverable deformation. This 0.2% offset has been chosen arbitrarily as the maximum allowable permanent deformation before the material is considered to pass its yield strength [18]. As we proceed in our paper and calculate the strain history of the specimen, we are assuming the specimen begins to deform as soon as
Figure 1.4: The specimen strain

As mentioned previously, this is not meant to be a detailed account of wave propagation in the SHPB. The references cited give more complete presentations on how the model must be corrected to allow for such matters as wave dispersion, friction, timing and inertia. Each of these areas offers an opportunity for more detailed examination. This paper focuses on the computation of temperature.

1.3 Heat and Temperature

Certainly metals are good conductors of heat but the process of heat transfer by conduction takes time. In the case of high strain rate testing, it has always been
assumed that since the deformation happens so quickly, on the order of $60\mu s$, there has not been time for the heat to dissipate from the localized area of deformation. If this internal heating then is not dissipated, the resulting rise in temperature softens the metal, which in turn allows for more deformation, which in turn increases the temperature, which further softens the metal and so on. A report prepared by the University of Waterloo [1] studied this self-feeding process and its end result, adiabatic shear banding. An adiabatic process is one in which no heat is dissipated outside the system.

The first law of thermodynamics states the algebraic sum of all the energy transfers across a system boundary must be equal to the change in energy of the system. Heat and work are the only forms of energy that may cross a system boundary. Under the assumption of an adiabatic process, all the work of deformation is converted to heat energy and can be used to calculate a change in temperature.

The work of deformation is
\[ W = \int_{L_0}^{L_f} f \, dl, \]

where \( f \) is the applied load during which the specimen deformed from its original length \( L_0 \) to its final length \( L_f \). Since \( \sigma (\epsilon) = f/A \) and \( \epsilon = \Delta L/L_0 \) we can rewrite the above formula as

\[ W = A_x \cdot L_0 \cdot \int_{\epsilon_0}^{\epsilon_f} \sigma (\epsilon) \, d\epsilon, \]

where \( \epsilon_f \) is final specimen strain. The change in internal energy for one-dimensional analysis is

\[ \Delta IE = \int_{T_1}^{T_f} \rho v_x c_p \, dT \]

and if we attribute the total change in energy to the work done in deformation we end up with

\[ \Delta T = \frac{1}{\rho c_p} \int_{\epsilon_0}^{\epsilon_f} \sigma (\epsilon) \, d\epsilon ; \]

see [10].

But as we do this we err on two counts: the process is not necessarily adiabatic, and the heat capacity of the specimen is not constant. The focus of this research is predicting how adiabatic the compression test is.

Since the specimen is sandwiched between the incident and transmitter bars there will be diffusion in both directions. Due to this symmetry this paper only examines diffusion within the specimen and at the incident bar/specimen interface.
Chapter 2
Balancing Work

As previously mentioned, the only forms of energy that may cross a system boundary are heat and work and by the first law of thermodynamics the algebraic sum of all the energy transfers across the system boundary must be equal to the total change in energy of the system. Our system is the SHPB apparatus. The measured load being applied to the striker sends a pressure wave down the incident bar to the incident bar/specimen interface. Here one of two events can take place. Either the entire specimen is merely pushed along (only kinetic energy) or there is a division of the energy applied with a portion going to crush the metal past its yield strength into a plastic state. We, of course, have the latter and will use the following equation to build our model

\[ E_{\text{supplied}} = E_{\text{work}} + KE. \]

The energy applied to the specimen must equal the energy used to overcome the yield strength, which we will attribute to heat energy, plus the energy used to accelerate the specimen material.
2.1 The Geometry of Deformation

The configuration of our specimen is that of a cylinder and, although not exactly correct, is assumed to maintain this shape throughout deformation. (A lubricant is applied at the specimen interfaces to reduce the effects of friction but even with these measures there is some distortion and the specimen radius is least constrained at the center leading to a characteristic barrel shape.) To study the interaction between elements of our specimen we will carve our sample up in the following way: we cut the cylinder into disks of uniform thickness, then take each disk and divide it into congruent pie shapes and finally take each pie shape and divide it into pieces of equal volume. See Figure 2.1.

As previously mentioned, specimen movement is tracked by measuring the three strains, $\varepsilon_t$, $\varepsilon_\theta$, and $\varepsilon_r$. Thus

$$\Delta l = (\varepsilon_t - \varepsilon_\theta - \varepsilon_r) \cdot l_s$$

and at each time step we can calculate a new specimen length, $l_s$, in cm. We will use
the array \( z_p(i, t) \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq n_z \) and \( t \geq 0 \) to keep track of these longitudinal changes. Initially the incident bar/specimen interface is at \( z = 0 \) so \( z_p(0, 0) = 0 \) cm and at the specimen/transmitter bar interface \( z_p(n_z, 0) = l_s \) cm. During compression the position of the specimen/transmitter bar interface remains fixed so \( z_p(n_z, t) = l_s \) cm, while at the incident bar/specimen interface \( z_p(0, t) \) is increasing. At each time step the position of \( z_p(0, t) \) is calculated based on the strain data and the \( z_p(i, t), i \neq n_z \), are updated to ensure each element has the same thickness. Therefore

\[
z_p(n_z, t) = l_s \text{ for all } t,
\]

\[
\Delta l(t) = (\varepsilon - \varepsilon - \varepsilon)(t) \cdot z_p(n_z, t - 1),
\]

\[
z_p(0, t) = z_p(0, t - 1) + \Delta l(t),
\]

and

\[
z_p(i, t) = z_p(i - 1, t) + \frac{z_p(n_z, t)}{n_z}.
\]

Clearly, as this compression is taking place the radius of the specimen is expanding. We will use \( r_p(j, t) \) for \( 0 \leq j \leq n_r \) and \( t \geq 0 \), to monitor the changing radial length of each element in centimeters. Making use of symmetry we will begin at the center of the specimen and assign \( r_p(0, 0) = 0 \) cm. Then \( r_p(n_r, 0) \) would denote the specimen radius, \( r_s \), in cm. In this case it is the center of the specimen that remains fixed, \( r_p(0, t) = 0 \) cm for all \( t \), and the rest of the array must be updated at each time step.

To solve for this array we impose the restriction that each element have the same volume. The first element is a sector whose volume is equal to

\[
\text{vol} = \frac{1}{n_{arcs}} \cdot \pi \cdot r_p(1, t)^2 \cdot \Delta z
\]
where \( n_{\text{arcs}} \) denotes the number of sectors into which the disk has been divided and \( \Delta z = (zp(n_z, t) - zp(0, t)) / n_z \). Then, if equal volume is be maintained for each element, as we increment \( j \)

\[
\frac{\pi \cdot rp(j, t)^2 \cdot \Delta z}{n_{\text{arcs}}} = \frac{\pi \cdot rp(n_r, t)^2 \cdot \Delta z}{n_r},
\]

whence

\[
rp(j, t) = \sqrt{\frac{j}{n_r}} \cdot rp(n_r, t).
\]

This is the formula we use to update \( rp(j, t) \).

To compute kinetic energy we need to examine the forces on a typical element. In doing so we will treat each element as though it were a single particle, then calculate the velocity of the particle as deformation takes place. A natural representation point would be the centroid; see Figure 2.2.

Since we have symmetry with respect to \( \theta \) and there is no twisting taking place during deformation, we can always orient an arc in the plane so that \( \theta \) is zero. Thus only the centroids in the \( r \) and \( z \) directions need to be calculated. Along the \( z \) axis the centroid is simply the average of \( zp(i, t) \) and \( zp(i + 1, t) \). Using \( z(i, t) \) to store the \( z \) coordinate of the centroid,

\[
z(i, t) = \frac{zp(i, t) + zp(i + 1, t)}{2}.
\]

To calculate the centroid in a radial direction we have, in Cartesian coordinates

\[
\bar{x} = \frac{1}{\text{area of } R} \int_R x \, dA.
\]

The area of our region \( R \) is

\[
\frac{\pi (rp(j + 1, t)^2 - rp(j, t)^2)}{n_{\text{arcs}}},
\]
Denoting this area as $C$ and, with $x = r \cos \theta$ and $dA = r \, dr \, d\theta$ we have

$$r(j, t) = \frac{\int_{R} r \cos \theta \, (r \, dr \, d\theta)}{C}$$

$$= \left( \frac{1}{3} \right) \frac{n_{\text{arcs}}}{\pi} \cdot \sin \frac{2\pi}{n_{\text{arcs}}} \cdot \frac{rp(j + 1, t)^2 + rp(j + 1, t) \cdot rp(j, t) + rp(j, t)^2}{rp(j + 1, t) + rp(j, t)}$$

with $r(j, t)$ denoting the radial component of the centroid.

Now that we have time dependent arrays to store the centroid of each element for all $t$, it is a simple matter to solve for kinetic energy using $ke = \frac{1}{2} \cdot m \cdot v^2$.

We will use the two second difference equations given below,

$$v_z(i, t) = \frac{z(i, t + 1) - z(i, t - 1)}{2 \cdot \Delta t}$$

and

$$v_r(j, t) = \frac{r(j, t + 1) - r(j, t - 1)}{2 \cdot \Delta t},$$
respectively to approximate the velocity in the z and r directions for the \(i\)th and \(j\)th element for time \(1 < t < n_t\). At \(t = 0\) both \(v_z(i, t)\) and \(v_r(j, t)\) are set to zero. The resultant speed, denoted \(v_{res}(i, j, t)\), is

\[
v_{res}(i, j, t) = \sqrt{v_z(i, t)^2 + v_r(j, t)^2}.
\]

For \(t = n_t\) we reduce our approximation to a first order backward difference equation.

Recall that each element has volume equal to \(uvol\) so the mass of each element becomes

\[
umass = uvol \cdot \text{density}
\]

and finally

\[
ke(i, j, t) = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \numass \cdot v_{res}(i, j, t)^2.
\]

To calculate the work going in we need to know the amount of movement that is generated as a result of the supplied force. Combining the equations defining Work and Stress (pressure) with Hooke’s law we have

\[
\text{Work} = (\text{strain} \cdot E) \cdot \text{area} \cdot \text{distance}.
\]

From [13] we know there is a stress being applied from both the incident and transmitter bars, that is,

\[
\sigma_1 = (\varepsilon_i + \varepsilon_r) \cdot E, \quad F_1 = A_b \cdot \sigma_1,
\]

and

\[
\sigma_2 = \varepsilon_t \cdot E, \quad F_2 = A_b \cdot \sigma_2,
\]
where $A_b$ is the crossectional area of the bar and $\sigma_1$ and $F_1$ are the stress and force respectively at the incident bar, and $\sigma_2$ and $F_2$ are the stress and force respectively at the transmitter bar. The force on the specimen is the average of these applied forces

$$F_s = \left( \frac{F_1 + F_2}{2} \right).$$

Since we have sectioned the specimen this applied force must be further reduced to obtain the force applied to each element

$$F_e = \frac{F_s}{n_{arcs} \cdot n_r}.$$

What is required is the work going into each element. Again, from [13], we have

$$\sigma_s = \left( \frac{A_t}{A_s} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{(\epsilon_i + \epsilon_r + \epsilon_f)}{2} \right) \cdot E.$$

Using

$$\sigma_s = \frac{n_{arcs} \cdot n_r \cdot F_e}{A_s}$$

we can rewrite the above equation as

$$\frac{n_{arcs} \cdot n_r \cdot F_e}{A_s} = \left( \frac{A_t}{A_s} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{(\epsilon_i + \epsilon_r + \epsilon_f)}{2} \right) \cdot E,$$

and after a final substitution we obtain

$$W = \left( \frac{(\epsilon_i + \epsilon_r + \epsilon_f)}{2} \right) \cdot E \cdot \frac{1}{n_{arcs} \cdot n_r} \cdot \pi \cdot r_b^2 \cdot (\epsilon_i - \epsilon_r - \epsilon_f) \cdot L_s.$$

where $r_b$ denotes the radius of the incident bar in cm. For work to be done on the specimen it is necessary for $\epsilon_i > (\epsilon_r + \epsilon_f)$.

Deformation throughout the specimen will be uniform and therefore symmetric with respect to the specimen center. The work going into deformation must be evenly
distributed along the z axis so

\[
W_z = \left( \frac{e_t + e_r + e_t}{2} \right) \cdot E \cdot \frac{1}{n_{\text{arc}}} \cdot \frac{n_r \cdot \pi \cdot r^2}{n_s} \cdot \frac{(e_t - e_r - e_t)}{L_z}.
\]

This is the equation we will use to calculate the work going into deforming each element.

### 2.2 Internal Energy

We wish to balance the equation given at the beginning of this chapter. We have calculated the amount of work going into the specimen and the amount of energy going into accelerating the specimen. What remains is the unrecoverable work or the work we attribute to the change in internal energy, \( \Delta IE \). From [23] we have

\[
\Delta IE = \rho \cdot V \cdot \int_{T_1}^{T_f} c_v(T) \cdot dT
\]

where \( c_v(T) \) denotes the specific heat at constant volume as a function of temperature. From [20], hereafter referenced simply as TAPP, we obtain the specific heat of a solid at constant pressure in J/(mol-K) as

\[
c_p(T) = -c_3 - 2(c_4 \cdot 10^{-3})T - 2(c_5 \cdot 10^6)T^{-2} - 6(c_6 \cdot 10^{-6})T^{-2} + \left( \frac{c_8}{4} \right) T^{-0.5}
\]

Although there is a difference between \( c_p(T) \) and \( c_v(T) \) from [14] or [23] we know that, at least in the temperature regions in which we will be working,

\[c_v(T) \approx c_p(T)\]

The exact relationship is given by

\[c_p - c_v = 9\alpha^2 BVT\]
where \( \alpha \) is the temperature coefficient of linear expansion, \( V \) is volume and \( B \) the bulk modulus. At room temperatures the difference is minimal.

The TAPP database supplies the constants required in the \( c_p(T) \) equation for tantalum as

\[
\begin{align*}
c_3 &= -47.6677, \\
c_4 &= 5.45091, \\
c_5 &= -0.21647, \\
c_6 &= -0.59727, \\
c_8 &= -1669.643,
\end{align*}
\]

but these will need to be scaled to match our units. To reduce round-off errors we will use a modified cgs system of units: cm, g, \( \mu \)s and Mbars. The units for work (and internal energy) will be g\( \cdot \)cm\(^2\)/\( \mu \)s\(^2\) so we need the TAPP constants in g\( \cdot \)cm\(^2\)/\( \mu \)s\(^2\)\( \cdot \)K\( \cdot \)mol. To convert from mks to our system requires

\[
\frac{\text{kg} \cdot \text{m}^2}{\text{s}^4 \cdot \text{K} \cdot \text{moles}} \times \frac{10^3 \text{ g}}{1 \text{ kg}} \times \left( \frac{10^2 \text{ cm}}{1 \text{ m}} \right)^2 \times \left( \frac{1 \text{ s}}{10^6 \text{ } \mu \text{ s}} \right)^2,
\]

a scaling factor of \( 10^{-5} \).

We also need a unit correction factor in the internal energy equation. Instead of merely \( p \cdot V \) we need to add an additional constant in mol/g to complete the conversion. For tantalum the atomic weight is 180.9479 g/ mol. Therefore the needed constant is

\[
\frac{1 \text{ mol}}{180.9479 \text{ g}} = 5.526453 \times 10^{-3} \text{ mol/g},
\]
so for us

\[ \Delta I E = c_0 \cdot \int_{T_i}^{T_f} \left[ -c_3 - 2(c_4 \cdot 10^{-3})T - 2(c_5 \cdot 10^6)T^{-2} \right. \\
\left. -6(c_6 \cdot 10^{-6})T^2 + \left( \frac{c_8}{4} \right) T^{-0.3} \right] dT \]

where \( c_0 = u \text{mass} \cdot (5.526453 \times 10^{-3} \text{ mol/g}) \). After performing the integration,

\[ \Delta I E = c_0 \left[ -c_3 T_i^{T_f} T_i^{T_f} - c_4 \cdot 10^{-3} T_i^{T_f} T_i^{T_f} + 2(c_5 \cdot 10^6) \frac{3}{T} T_i^{T_f} T_i^{T_f} \right. \\
\left. -2(c_6 \cdot 10^{-6}) T_i^{T_f} T_i^{T_f} \left( \frac{c_8}{2} \right) \sqrt{T} T_i^{T_f} T_i^{T_f} \right] \]

Therefore at each time step \( t \) the temperature at \( t - 1 \) can be used to solve for the next temperature value beginning with the initial temperature of \( T_i = 293 \text{ K} \); see Figure 2.3

![Figure 2.3: A plot of \( \Delta I E \) vs \( T_f \text{K} \)](image_url)
Chapter 3
Diffusion and the Heat Equation

Before impact the specimen and adjoining bars were in a state of thermal equilibrium—all elements of the system were at room temperature. Certainly after the test, and as we are trying to show, before deformation is complete, this will no longer be the case. The energy spent in deforming the specimen will, in part, manifest itself as heat and the resulting temperature differential will initiate heat conduction within the specimen and in both the incident and transmitter bars.

3.1 The Heat Equation

We begin with the heat equation, one of the classical partial differential equations of mathematical physics used to describe the conduction of heat in a solid body. In three dimensions we have

\[ T_t = k \Delta T. \]

The temperature, \( T \), is a function of \( x, y, z, \) and \( t \), and \( k \) is the thermal diffusivity constant, one of the material properties of the solid. For our geometry we introduce
a change of variables from \((x, y, z, t)\) to cylindrical coordinates \((r, \theta, z, t)\) so that

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = k \left[ \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial \theta^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \right].
\]

Making use of radial symmetry \((\partial T/\partial \theta = 0)\) we can reduce our heat equation to

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = k \left[ \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \right]. \tag{3.1}
\]

The heat equation in cylindrical coordinates involves a singularity at \(r = 0\). Since our domain includes \(r \geq 0\) and we know we have a bounded solution at \(r = 0\), we need to determine how to represent a solution of our heat equation to avoid the singularity. As \(r \to 0\) we reduce our cylinder to a one dimensional object which will only experience heat diffusion in the \(z\) axis. Therefore as \(r \to 0\), \(\partial T/\partial r \to 0\) and we have the indeterminate form \(0/0\). We can apply l'Hôpital's rule to the quotient leaving

\[
\lim_{r \to 0} \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2}.
\]

Thus, for small \(r\), we can express the heat equation as

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = k \left[ \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \right].
\]

### 3.1.1 Numerical Solution of the Heat Equation

Although there are many references that present schemes for the solution of the two-dimensional heat equation with time dependence, few discuss the condition of both spatially and temporally dependent boundary conditions. One reference to present such a solution was Carslaw [6], using Duhamel's theorem, but the solution is not representable in terms of well-known special functions. Since the data being supplied
is discrete, and since a solution in closed form is not available, a numerical solution is required.

**Finite Difference Equations**

To express the partial differential equations we are using in our model as finite differences we turn to Taylor's theorem. Recall that when \( T \) and its derivatives are single-valued, finite, continuous functions of \( x \), then

\[
T(x + \Delta x) = T(x) + \Delta x T'(x) + \frac{(\Delta x)^2}{2!} T''(x) + \frac{(\Delta x)^3}{3!} T'''(x) + \cdots
\]

and

\[
T(x - \Delta x) = T(x) - \Delta x T'(x) + \frac{(\Delta x)^2}{2!} T''(x) - \frac{(\Delta x)^3}{3!} T'''(x) + \cdots.
\]

Solving the first expansion for \( T'(x) \) yields

\[
T'(x) = \frac{T(x + \Delta x) - T(x)}{\Delta x} + O(\Delta x),
\]

a forward difference expression involving \( \frac{(\Delta x)^2}{2!} T''(x) + \frac{(\Delta x)^3}{3!} T'''(x) + \cdots \) which we group together as \( O(\Delta x) \). Addition of these Taylor expansions yields

\[
T(x + \Delta x) + T(x - \Delta x) = 2T(x) + (\Delta x)^2 T''(x) + O(\Delta x)^4,
\]

where \( O(\Delta x)^4 \) denotes other terms containing fourth and higher powers of \( \Delta x \). Rearranging this equation to solve for the second derivative gives

\[
T''(x) = \frac{1}{(\Delta x)^2} [T(x + \Delta x) - 2T(x) + T(x - \Delta x)] + O(\Delta x)^2.
\]

Since we are dealing with approximations, if we assume the terms involving \( \Delta x \), or \( (\Delta x)^2 \) in the case of the second derivative, are negligible in comparison to the other terms we have the well-known approximations
\[ T'(x) \equiv \frac{T(x + \Delta x) - T(x)}{\Delta x}, \]
\[ T''(x) \equiv \frac{T(x + \Delta x) - 2T(x) + T(x - \Delta x)}{(\Delta x)^2}. \]

Applying these to functions of several variables we have, for \( T(r, z, t) \), \( \partial T/\partial t \) and 
\( \partial T/\partial r \),
\[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{T(r_0, z_0, t + \Delta t) - T(r_0, z_0, t)}{\Delta t}, \]
\[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = \frac{T(r + \Delta r, z_0, t_0) - T(r, z_0, t_0)}{\Delta r}, \] (3.2)

and similarly for \( \partial^2 T/\partial r^2 \) and \( \partial^2 T/\partial z^2 \):
\[ \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2} \equiv \frac{T(r_0, z_0 + \Delta z_0, t_0) - 2T(r_0, z_0, t_0) + T(r_0, z_0 - \Delta z_0, t_0)}{(\Delta z)^2}, \]
\[ \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \equiv \frac{T(r_0, z_0 + \Delta z_0, t_0) - 2T(r_0, z_0, t_0) + T(r_0, z_0 - \Delta z_0, t_0)}{(\Delta z)^2}. \]

Note that the approximation scheme for \( \partial T/\partial r \) has an error \( O(\Delta r) \) whereas \( \partial^2 T/\partial r^2 \)
has an error \( O(\Delta r)^2 \). Since our partial differential equation involves the addition of
these two derivatives, it would be desirable to keep the error terms consistent so that
we could simply lump the error terms together as \( O(\Delta r^2) \).

If we subtract the Taylor expansion for \( T(x - \Delta x) \) from \( T(x + \Delta x) \) we obtain
a different approximation scheme for \( \partial T/\partial r \), one whose error is now \( O(\Delta r)^2 \), that is,
\[ T(x + \Delta x) - T(x - \Delta x) = \left[ T + T' \cdot \Delta x + \frac{T''}{2!} \cdot (\Delta x)^2 + \frac{T'''}{3!} \cdot (\Delta x)^3 + \cdots \right] \\
- \left[ T - T' \cdot \Delta x + \frac{T''}{2!} \cdot (\Delta x)^2 - \frac{T'''}{3!} \cdot (\Delta x)^3 + \cdots \right] \\
= 2T' \cdot \Delta x + O(\Delta x)^2 \]
where $T$ and its derivative appearing on the right are all evaluated at $x$. Upon solving for $T'$, we find

$$T'(x) = \frac{T(x + \Delta x) - T(x - \Delta x)}{2\Delta x} + O(\Delta x^2).$$

To allow for combining of error terms on the right hand side of our heat equation, equation (3.1), we will rewrite (3.2) as,

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = \frac{T(r + \Delta r, z_0, t_0) - T(r - \Delta r, z_0, t_0)}{2\Delta r}.$$

To complete our derivation of the finite difference equations, we introduce the following notation:

$$T(j\Delta r, m\Delta z, n\Delta t) \equiv T(r_j, z_m, t_n) \equiv T^{(n)}_{j,m},$$

for $j = 1, \ldots, n_r$, $m = 1, \ldots, n_z$, and $n = 1, \ldots, t_n$. We can therefore approximate our partial differential heat equation

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{k}{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{\partial T}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2}$$

in the following form:

$$\frac{T^{(n+1)}_{j,m} - T^{(n)}_{j,m}}{\Delta t} = k \left[ \frac{T^{(n)}_{j+1,m} - 2T^{(n)}_{j,m} + T^{(n)}_{j-1,m}}{(\Delta r)^2} + \frac{1}{j\Delta r} \frac{T^{(n)}_{j+1,m} - T^{(n)}_{j-1,m}}{2\Delta r} + \frac{T^{(n)}_{j+1,m+1} - 2T^{(n)}_{j,m+1} + T^{(n)}_{j,m-1}}{(\Delta z)^2} \right].$$

For the case where $r$ is near 0 we had the partial differential equation

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = 2k \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2}$$

which, for $j = 0$, we can record as

$$\frac{T^{(n+1)}_{0,m} - T^{(n)}_{0,m}}{\Delta t} = 2k \left[ \frac{T^{(n)}_{1,m} - 2T^{(n)}_{0,m} + T^{(n)}_{0,m}}{(\Delta r)^2} \right] + k \left[ \frac{T^{(n)}_{1,m+1} - 2T^{(n)}_{0,m+1} + T^{(n)}_{1,m-1}}{(\Delta z)^2} \right].$$
We can simplify this equation by making use of the restriction we imposed earlier, namely $\partial T/\partial r \to 0$ as $r \to 0$ so that, since
\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = \frac{T_{j+1,m}^{(n)} - T_{j-1,m}^{(n)}}{2\Delta r},
\]
for $j = 0$ we have
\[
\frac{T_{j+1,m}^{(n)} - T_{j-1,m}^{(n)}}{2\Delta r} = 0, \text{ or } T_{j+1,m}^{(n)} = T_{j-1,m}^{(n)}. \]

With this, our finite difference equation becomes
\[
\frac{T_{0,m}^{(n+1)} - T_{0,m}^{(n)}}{\Delta t} = 4k \left[ \frac{T_{1,m}^{(n)} + T_{0,m}^{(n)}}{(\Delta r)^2} \right] + k \left[ \frac{T_{2,m}^{(n)} - 2T_{1,m}^{(n)} + T_{0,m}^{(n)}}{(\Delta x)^2} \right].
\]

Since we have Dirichlet boundary conditions, that is the boundary temperatures are known, we will substitute the required ambient temperature value when dealing with calculations requiring $T_{-1,m}^{(n)}$ or $T_{1,m}^{(n)}$.

In order to use these difference equations to "march ahead in time" as we numerically solve the heat equation, we need to separate out terms involving $n$ from those involving $n + 1$. That is, the points $T_{j,m}^{(n)}$, $T_{j+1,m}^{(n)}$, $T_{j-1,m}^{(n)}$, $T_{j,m+1}^{(n)}$, and $T_{j,m}^{(n)}$ are used to calculate $T_{j,m}^{(n+1)}$ (see Figure 3.1).

For $j \neq 0$, solving our finite difference equation for $u_{j,m}^{(n+1)}$ yields
\[
T_{j,m}^{(n+1)} = \frac{\Delta t}{2j} \left[ (2j + 1)T_{j+1,m}^{(n)} - 4jT_{j,m}^{(n)} + (2j - 1)T_{j-1,m}^{(n)} \right]
+ \frac{\Delta t}{2} \left( R_{j,m+1}^{(n)} - 2R_{j,m}^{(n)} + R_{j,m-1}^{(n)} \right) + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \left( R_{j,m}^{(n)} \right), \tag{3.3}
\]
and for $j = 0$,
\[
T_{0,m}^{(n+1)} = 4\frac{\Delta t}{2} \left( R_{1,m}^{(n)} - R_{0,m}^{(n)} \right) + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \left( R_{0,m+1}^{(n)} - 2R_{0,m}^{(n)} + R_{0,m-1}^{(n)} \right) + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \left( R_{0,m}^{(n)} \right). \tag{3.4}
\]
Figure 3.1: Scheme for calculating the $n+1$ term

where

$$s_1 = \frac{k\Delta t}{(\Delta r)^2} \quad \text{and} \quad s_2 = \frac{k\Delta t}{(\Delta z)^2}.$$ 

These are the finite difference equations we use in the computer model to simulate heat diffusion.

3.2 Modelling Diffusion at the Interface

This is the heart of our problem. What happens to the heat being generated in the specimen as a result of deformation? If the rate of deformation is fast enough, in essence instantaneous, specimen temperature will rise since there will be no time for diffusion (adiabatic). The slower the deformation rate the more time allowed for diffusion and at the other extreme, if the deformation is slow enough, all the heat from the specimen will diffuse and the specimen temperature will be constant (isothermal).

Heat being generated within the specimen will diffuse within the specimen and into the incident bar. Thus we need to model two diffusions with particular attention to the incident bar/specimen interface.

The face of the incident bar was divided up in the same way as the specimen with
one difference; we do not require each sector to be divided into pieces of equal volume. Here we have a uniform mesh such that

\[ \frac{r_b}{n_{rb}} = \Delta r_b \]

where \( n_{rb} \) denotes the number of divisions along the \( r \) axis. As a result there is a mismatch between the non-uniform mesh on the specimen and the point of contact with the incident bar. A cubic spline is used to provide a smooth interface between these two surfaces. (For some background on the use of cubic splines, see [21].)

The problem is two-fold: the mismatch between specimen and incident bar, and the changing radius of the specimen as deformation proceeds.

Figure 3.2: Specimen in contact with the incident bar

From the section on internal energy we know we can calculate the temperature of the specimen as a function of both \( t \) and \( r \). For temperatures in between the centroid positions on the specimen we make use of a spline profile. Each of these temperatures
is represented by a cubic polynomial of the form

\[ f_i(r) = a_i + b_i(r - r_i) + c_i(r - r_i)^2 + d_i(r - r_i)^3 \]

for \( r_i \leq r \leq r_{i+1} \) and \( i = 0, 1, \ldots, n_t - 1 \). The four parameters \( a_i, b_i, c_i, \) and \( d_i \) are solved in a subroutine. These polynomials supply data for the temperature calculations at the incident bar/specimen interface.

At each stage of the deformation the specimen radius is increasing. In terms of a match up between the element centroids on the specimen and the lattice laid out on the incident bar several scenarios are possible: there could be an exact match between the specimen and the incident bar, or there could be one, none or several loci on the incident bar that fall between two adjoining centroids on the specimen; see Figure 3.2.

Beginning at the incident bar radius a check is made to see if there is contact with the specimen. Since the deforming specimen will eventually flatten out to cover the entire bar end, we begin at the outer surface of the incident bar, point \( d \); see Figure 3.2. We need to determine if contact is being made with the specimen and where.

To do this we initially assign \( r_{upper} \) to the centroid position corresponding to \( j = n_r \) and \( r_{lower} \) to the next centroid location \( j = n_r - 1 \). Beginning at \( j_b = n_{rb} \), the outside edge of the incident bar, the following check is made

\[ r_{lower} < j_b \cdot \Delta r_b \leq r_{upper} \]

where \( j_b \) is a counter to determine the position on the incident bar and \( j \) is the counter to determine the position on the specimen. If the test is true we have contact and the correct splined temperature is assigned to that point on the specimen. This
temperature will then be used in the calculation to determine the diffused temperature on the face of incident bar. If the test is false we do not have contact and the bar temperature remains unchanged. Once a temperature is assigned the counter is reduced by one, \( j_b = j_b - 1 \) and the check is made again. Eventually, as \( j_b \) is decremented, \( j_b \cdot \Delta r_b \) will be less than \( r_{lower} \). When this occurs we need to slide down the specimen and establish a new range of contact, that is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rupper} & \rightarrow r_{lower} \\
r_{lower} & \rightarrow r(j - 1, 0, t)
\end{align*}
\]

Then the initial check, \( r_{lower} < j_b \cdot \Delta r_1 \leq \text{rupper} \), is made again and the process continues until \( r_{lower} = r(0, 0, t) \). Even though we have reached the last centroid position on the specimen there may be incident bar loci below this value. Any specimen temperatures required below this point will be assigned the same value as the last point of contact. Once this loop has been negotiated we know where and how much heat is ready to be applied to the face of the incident bar. The final step is to calculate diffusion in both the specimen and the incident bar.

We have two general equations (3.1) and (3.2), that must be applied to the nine conditions shown in Figure 3.3.

In both metals we have basically three types of points: internal, boundary and contact. The software uses three temperature arrays to model the diffusion. Two are used to record temperatures in the incident bar, \( T_b(i, j, t) \), and specimen \( T_s(i, j, t) \). The third, \( T_{si}(i, j, t) \) is used to record the extra splined temperatures required for diffusion at the interface.
1. As explained above, beginning at the incident bar radial boundary, a check is made to see if a locus on the incident bar is in contact with the specimen. If there is contact a splined specimen temperature is calculated, \( T_{si}(i,j,t) \), and used as the \((j, m-1, t)\) point in the incident bar diffusion calculation. Similarly, on the specimen side, incident bar temperatures are used in specimen diffusion calculations involving \((j, m-1, t)\). Once temperatures have been assigned to the interface a flag is set so this condition is not checked again until \( t \) is incremented. That is, this condition has a built in loop that calculates the diffusion temperature for the entire area as soon as it is determined that contact has been made.

2. Along the central axis \( j = 0 \) so we need (3.2) to calculate the diffusion temperatures.

3. In the annulus only four points are available to calculate the diffusion temperature. Equation (3.1) calls for \((j, m-1, t)\) – see Figure 3.1 – but at the annulus
this point is beyond the boundary. In general two types of boundary problems are discussed in such texts as [15] or [5]. Either the boundary temperature is known at all points, a Dirichlet problem, or the normal gradient of temperature is specified, a Neuman problem. At $t = 0$ we know the temperature of the boundary but as time progresses this ambient air temperature is not being held constant. Still, since the test is on the order of microseconds, there will be little time for the bar to lose heat to the outside air. For this reason we have assumed Dirichlet boundary conditions throughout the remainder of this discussion. Note also that once condition 1 has been met, there is no further need to check this condition. In the software implementation of this model the status of conflag is used to check this possibility. This condition only exists on the incident bar.

4. These are the points on the radial boundary at the incident bar/specimen interface. For the incident bar the calculation uses ambient air temperatures for both $(j + 1, m, t)$, and $(j, m - 1, t)$. The specimen calculation only requires ambient air temperature for $(j + 1, m, t)$.

5. These are the internal points so equation (3.1) is used in both incident bar and specimen diffusion calculations.

6. This is the single point at the middle of the bar opposite the specimen. The ambient air temperature is used for $(j, m + 1, t)$ and, due to symmetry, the temperature at $(j + 1, m, t)$ is used to replace $(j - 1, m, t)$.
7. These are the points on the end of the bar opposite the specimen excluding the center and outside boundary point. Ambient air temperatures are used for $(j, m + 1, t)$.

8. These are all the radial boundary points. Ambient air temperatures are used for $(j + 1, m, t)$.

9. This is the single point on the end opposite the specimen. Ambient air temperatures are used for both $(j + 1, m, t)$ and $(j, m + 1, t)$.

With these exceptional conditions in place we have constructed a complete numerical model for diffusion in the incident bar, in the specimen and at the incident bar/specimen interface.
Chapter 4

The Model

4.1 Introduction

The energy considerations and element decomposition of Chapter 2, together with the numerical diffusion scheme presented in the preceding section form the basis of a computer program, energy, which can be used to examine the adiabaticity of the SHPB test.

The code is written in Fortran 77. Since accuracy is important, double precision was used at the expense of processing speed. Accuracy will also increase as the mesh size for both specimen and incident bar are reduced. All parameters and initialization data can be read in from a data file.

The resulting temperature rise in $K$, in each of the specimen and incident bars, is calculated at each time step and the results are stored in individual files.

4.2 Computations

Initialization data is read in and stored in arrays, parameters and names. Required initial data includes the:

1) strain history data, $\varepsilon_i$, $\varepsilon_{\nu}$, and $\varepsilon_l$ in micro strain, as recorded from the strain
gauges on the SHPB apparatus;

2) uniform time difference between reading in \( \mu s \);

3) number of time steps (total test time divided by \( \Delta t \));

4) physical dimensions, radius and length, of the specimen and incident bar in cm;

5) modulus of elasticity of the incident and transmitter bars in Mbars;

6) density of the specimen in g/cm\(^3\);

7) initial temperature of the specimen in K;

8) mesh size of both the specimen and incident bar. Three values are required for the specimen: 1) the number of divisions in the circle, \( n_{\text{arcs}} \) (same for both specimen and incident bar), 2) the number of divisions along the \( z \)-axis, \( n_{z} \) and \( n_{z\text{b}} \) respectively and 3) the number of divisions along the radius, \( n_{r} \) and \( n_{r\text{b}} \) respectively;

9) TAPP constants for the specific heat equation based on the specimen material.

These constants must be scaled to match the units the code uses.

After the initialization data is read in calculations are done as follows:

1) Based on the strain history data, the position of each element in the specimen is solved for all \( t \);

2) Using the strain history data the amount of work supplied to the specimen is calculated. Using the specimen position data, velocity and kinetic energy calculations are done;

3) The difference between work supplied and kinetic energy yields internal energy;

4) Specimen temperature and the coefficients for the cubic spline polynomial are calculated;

5) The splined temperature is used in diffusion calculations at the incident bar/specimen
interface;

6) The diffusion calculations in both the incident bar and specimen;

The resulting temperature arrays are stored in separate files, named TEM_BAR.DAT for the incident bar and TEM_SPEC.DAT for the specimen. Output is a ordered triple, \((z, r, T)\), showing temperature relative to position. A short listing of each data file is shown in appendices A and B respectively.

By removing the comment designation on several lines of Fortran code a detailed output can be produced. A record of the deformation using the coordinates of the specimen centroid, \(z\) and \(r\) respectively, are stored in ZCENT.DAT and RCENT.DAT. Speed, work, kinetic energy and internal energy are stored in SPEED.DAT, WORKI.DAT, KINEN.DAT and INTEN.DAT respectively.

4.3 Test Runs

The first test run was generated using amaco iron as the specimen material with:

1. specimen mesh, \(n_r = 5\), \(n_{arcs} = 100\) and \(n_z = 5\),

2. incident bar, \(n_{rb} = 10\), \(n_{arcs} = 100\) and \(n_{zb} = 10\),

3. \(n_t = 399\), corresponding to an actual test time of approximately 100\(\mu\)sec.

4.4 Stability

Recall our finite difference equations (3.1) and (3.2) involve \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) (\(ss_1\) and \(ss_2\) for specimen diffusion) such that

\[ T(t + 1) = s_1(\text{terms involving } T(t)) + s_2(\text{terms involving } T(t)). \]
Both $s_1$ and $s_2$ are calculated using the mesh sizes $\Delta t$, $\Delta r$ and $\Delta z$. If the speed at which we move along in time does not correspond with the "speed" we move along spatially there will instability. In our case since

$$s_1 = \frac{k\Delta t}{(\Delta r)^2} \text{ and } s_2 = \frac{k\Delta t}{(\Delta z)^2},$$

and $\Delta t$ is in microseconds, $\Delta r$ and $\Delta z$ must be in the order of $10^{-3}$ so that $s_1, s_2 \leq 1$. Larger values will cause temperature values to soar well above 2000 $K$. Such values are meaningless since they are above the melting point of the specimen material.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

This problem involves heat generated as a result of deformation and, time permitting, diffusion via conduction. Initially the entire system is at room temperature, 293 K. We know the specimen is under compression and we know time for diffusion is short. Given these benchmarks the model does not produce realistic temperatures. Output shows specimen temperature falling below 293 K in some elements even though specimen cooling is not possible. Furthermore, even if we only focus on those portions of the specimen that gain heat, by the end of the test these temperatures have dropped significantly. Such cooling is not possible in 60 - 80\(\mu\)s. In our efforts to explain these results we examined both the strain data and the calculations.

For the specimen to be undergoing compression we required

\[\varepsilon_l - (\varepsilon_r + \varepsilon_T) > 0\]

and

\[\varepsilon_l > 0.\]

Fewer than one quarter of the data satisfied these conditions. Furthermore the qualifying data were irregularly spaced. Typically one would expect unreliable data at
the beginning and/or end of the test but in our case we would find several contiguous points, miss a few, find a few more, then miss some and so on. Occasionally there would be gaps of over 100 data representing a 25μs time interval—one quarter of the test. Such irregularities lead to timing problems in the calculations.

During deformation the specimen gains heat through an increase in internal energy. However, when we checked these calculations we found $\Delta IE < 0$—clearly an impossibility since this will lead to specimen cooling.

Stepping aside for the moment we can illustrate the effect $\varepsilon_t - (\varepsilon_r + \varepsilon_d) > 0$ has on the specimen temperatures by presenting a listing of comparison temperatures $t$ between 100 and 103 for the following schemes:

1. the status quo (which is to say, no effort to correct for $\Delta IE < 0$)
2. truncation (that is when $\Delta IE < 0$ just throw away the negative $\Delta IE$ and replace it with $\Delta IE = 0$)
3. taking absolute value (that is when $\Delta IE < 0$ set $\Delta IE = |\Delta IE|$)

The arrays are in the form

\[
T(1,1) \ T(1,2) \ T(1,3) \ ... \ T(1, n_z)
\]

\[
T(2,1) \ T(2,2) \ T(2,3) \ ... \ T(2, n_z)
\]

...

\[
T(n_r,1) \ T(n_r,2) \ T(n_r,3) \ ... \ T(n_r, n_z).
\]

**Temperatures for scheme one.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>specimen temperature array at time 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.289930503932865E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.289902938189182E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.289940022883624E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.289941601634803E+03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.2894364683E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.2901425821E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.2906508377E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.2910397845E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.2915193415E+03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Temperatures for scheme one**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.2894364683E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.2901425821E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.2906508377E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.2910397845E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.2915193415E+03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Temperatures for scheme two**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.2894364683E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.2901425821E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.2906508377E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.2910397845E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.2915193415E+03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Temperatures for scheme three**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.2894364683E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.2901425821E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.2906508377E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.2910397845E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.2915193415E+03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Returning to our discussion of $\Delta IE$, if we go back one step further, the change in internal energy is the difference between work going in to deform the specimen, and kinetic energy. Since kinetic energy is a straightforward calculation we turned to how work going into deformation could be calculated to keep $\Delta IE > 0$. Three approaches were tried but none were successful.

One approach is uniform distribution by volume. In this case

$$W_e = \left(\frac{\varepsilon_i + \varepsilon_r + \varepsilon_t}{2}\right) \cdot E \cdot \frac{1}{n_{arcs}} \cdot \pi \cdot r_b^2 \cdot \frac{(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_r - \varepsilon_t) \cdot L_e}{n_e}$$

so that each equal volume element is acted upon by the an equal quantity of work.

The second approach called for a change in the constitutive equations given by [13]. In our first calculation work was independent of the changing cross sectional area of the specimen. Using

$$W_e = \left(\frac{\varepsilon_i + \varepsilon_r + \varepsilon_t}{2}\right) \cdot E \cdot \text{area}_s \cdot \frac{(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_r - \varepsilon_t) \cdot L_e}{n_e}$$

where

$$\text{area}_s = \frac{\pi \cdot [r_p(j + 1, t)^2 - r_p(j, t)^2]}{\pi \cdot r_b^2 \cdot n_{arcs}}$$

we distributed the work proportional to the element's annular area. Our third and last approach followed the reasoning that those elements of the specimen undergoing the greatest movement were having the greatest amount of work being done on them.
We used

\[ \text{workin.e}(i, j, t) = \text{workin}(t) \cdot \frac{ke(i, j, t)}{\text{tke}} \]

where

\[ \text{workin}(t) = \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{i} + \varepsilon_{r} + \varepsilon_{e}}{2} \right) \cdot E \cdot \frac{1}{n_{\text{area}}} \cdot \pi \cdot r_{b}^{2} \cdot (\varepsilon_{i} - \varepsilon_{r} - \varepsilon_{e}) \cdot L_{s} \]

to distribute work proportional to the kinetic energy. The \( \text{workin}(t) \) term is the total work done on one wedge, \( \text{workin.e}(i, j, t) \) denotes the work being done on one element, and \( \text{tke} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \text{ke}(i, j, t) \), the total kinetic energy of one wedge. As previously mentioned, none of these schemes kept \( \Delta IE > 0 \) for all \( t \). It would seem better conditioned data is needed to validate the model.
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Appendix A

The ordered triple \((z, r, T)\) showing the temperature of the incident bar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(z)</th>
<th>(r)</th>
<th>(T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+00</td>
<td>0.436000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293070266004E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.110036000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293068676368E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.117600000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293068672078E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.446600000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293088668985E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.571500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.29302120728E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.648600000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293016801348E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.823600000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293031021216E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.928500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293038760389E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.107850000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293023990538E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.120680000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293016254405E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.652000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293001165368E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.192000000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293001165896E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.317500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000865178E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.446500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.29300067757XE+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.571500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000464827E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.698500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000231736E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.825500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000170288E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.962500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000476E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.107500000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293000000563E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.120850000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293000000166E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.836500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000899E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.108050000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000264E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.317500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000279E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.446500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000585E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.571500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000796E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.698500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000001233E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.825500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000816E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.962500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000999E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.107500000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293000000940E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.500000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.120850000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293000000919E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.700000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.317500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000901E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.700000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.446500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000928E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.700000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.571500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000901E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.700000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.698500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000928E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.700000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.825500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000901E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.700000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.962500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000928E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.700000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.107500000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293000000901E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.700000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.120850000000E+01</td>
<td>0.293000000928E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.900000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.623600000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000901E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.900000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.196500000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000928E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.900000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.317600000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000901E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.900000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.446600000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000901E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.900000000000E+01</td>
<td>0.571600000000E+00</td>
<td>0.293000000901E+03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

The ordered triple \((z, r, T)\) showing the temperature of the specimen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(z)</th>
<th>(r)</th>
<th>(T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.111759630353E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.204289899392E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.204289899392E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.204289899392E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.204289899392E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.449947627422E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.749947627422E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.749947627422E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.749947627422E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.749947627422E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65000000E00</td>
<td>0.749947627422E+00</td>
<td>0.149966965128E+03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix C
Program listing

```
program energy

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Declaration of Variables !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

c  units will be cm, g, microsec, and Mevns.
c
double precision con0,conl,con2,con3,con4,con5,con6

integer numpts, numpts, arcs, i, j, flag, def
integer rnumpts, znumpts, tnumpts, timestep
integer conlflag, strnumpts

character fileenergy*16

parameter (rnumpts=5, znumpts=5, tnumpts=399, arcs=100)
parameter (rnumpts = 10, znumpts =15)

double precision deltaz, deltal, deltat
  double precision zpos(0:numpts,0:tnumpts)
  double precision length_s, zold, znew, radius_s, rold, rnew
c  gh, gt and gu are used by the ripapart subroutine to
  construct filenames for the various arrays that a
  saved during a program execution
  integer ch(0:9), gh, gt, gu
  character fileenergy*16
  gh, gt and gu
  c  fileenergy is the filename used for files created by the
  c  energy program
  c
  c Note, in the spline subroutine, n = numpts - 2. This must be set
  c before the program will work properly
  c  Since the radius and length arrays begin at 0,
  c  their dimension is numpts - 1. These arrays keep
  c  track of the centroid position.
  c
double precision r(0:rnunpts-1,0:tnumpts)
  double precision z(0:znunpts-1,0:tnumpts)
  double precision rh(0:rnunpts-1)
  double precision z(0:znunpts-1)

c  c velocity in both radial and longitudinal directions
  c
double precision uvol, density, mass, t0
```
c double precision the
   double precision vx(0:znumpts-1,0:tnumpts)
double precision vray(0:znumpts-1,0:tnumpts)
double precision ke(0:znumpts-1,0:tnumpts)
double precision workin_e(0:znumpts-1,0:tnumpts)
c double precision delties(0:znumpts-1,0:tnumpts)
c Temperature buildup in the specimen at the specimen/incident bar interface.
double precision vs(0:znumpts-1,0:tnumpts)
c Temperature profile in the incident bar as a result of the heat transfer from the specimen.

double precision ub(0:znumpts-1,0:tnumpts)
double precision usi(0:znumpts-1,0:tnumpts)
c ac, bc, cc, dc, are the cubic polynomial coefficients in
   f(x) = ac_i + bc_i*(x-x_i) + cc_i*(x-x_i)**2 + dc_i*(x-x_i)**3
   and ac,bc, etc. are two dim arrays keeping track of the
c coefficients of the cubic splines as time changes

double precision n_spline(0:tnumpts-1), u_spline(0:tnumpts)
c double precision act(0:raumpts-2, l:tnumpts)
double precision bct(0:raumpts-2, l:tnumpts)
double precision cct(0:raumpts-2, l:tnumpts)
double precision dct(0:raumpts-2, l:tnumpts)
double precision ac(0:raumpts-2), bc(0:raumpts-2)
double precision cc(0:raumpts-2), dc(0:raumpts-2)

c double precision xj, xi, xt, pi

c floating point values of mumpts, znumpts and arcs,
c double precision xrnumpts, xznumpts, xarcs

common gh,gt,gu
integer ii, jj, jb, ib, jbfix, rb.counter
double precision diffcons, deltarb, deltazb, diffconb
double precision deltar.s, deltaz.s, avg.ub, sum
c double precision si, s2, s_s1, s_s2, rest, f, dfdx
double precision rupper, rlower, Tinitial
double precision tapp3, tapp4, tapp5, tapp6, tapp8
common/coef/conl,con2,con3,con4,con5,con6
external f, dfdx
pi = acos(-1.)
********** read in the strain data ****************
strnumpts = 0
j = 1
open (unit=22, file='strain.txt', status='old')
read(22,*)k

do 3 i = 1, k
  read(22,*)strainl, strainr, straint
  print*, strainl, strainr, straint
  print*, strainl
  if(strainl.lt.0.0) then
    strainl = -1.*strainl
  endif
  if(straint.lt.0.0) then
    straint = -1.*straint
  endif
  print*, strainl, strainr, straint
  if ( strainl.gt.(strainr+straint).and. strainl.gt.0 ) then
    read*, i
    strdiff(j) = (strainl-strainr-straint)/1e6
    strsum(j) = (strainl+strainr+straint)/1e6
    print*, 'strdiff(',j,')=',strdiff(j)
    print*, 'strsum(',j,')=',strsum(j)
  endif
  strnumpts = strnumpts + 1
  j = j+1
  print*, i
3 continue

close(22)
print*, 'strnumpts =', strnumpts
print*

*********** Head in dimensions and material properties ************
open (unit=22, file='dimen.txt',status='old')
print*, 'strnumpts tsp', strnumpts
read(22,*)radius_bar, length_bar, radius_s, length_s
print*, 'strnumpts tsp', strnumpts
read(22,*)E, density, deltat
print*, 'strnumpts tsp', strnumpts
read(22,*)diffconb, diffcons
close(22)

*********** Initialization of parameters and arrays ***************
rold = radius_s
print*', 'strnumpts tsp', strnumpts
read(22,*)radius_bar, length_bar, radius_s, length_s
print*, 'strnumpts tsp', strnumpts
read(22,*)E, density, deltat
print*, 'strnumpts tsp', strnumpts
read(22,*)diffconb, diffcons
close(22)

*********** Initialization of parameters and arrays ***************
rold = radius_s
print*, 'strnumpts tsp', strnumpts

zold = length_s
xnumpts = float(xnumpts)
znumpts = float(znumpts)
xr = float(xr)

**calculation of one 'unit' of volume**

uvol = ( (pi*rold**2*deltaz)/xarcs )/xrnumpts

**This character table is used in the construction of the files names**
for the various arrays at each time step. This keeps each file
down to a workable size and helps to identify just what it is
you're looking at

ch(0) = ichar('0')
ch(1) = ichar('1')
ch(2) = ichar('2')
ch(3) = ichar('3')
ch(4) = ichar('4')
ch(5) = ichar('5')
ch(6) = ichar('6')
ch(7) = ichar('7')
ch(8) = ichar('8')
ch(9) = ichar('9')

*************** Initializing the zpos array ***********************

Since there is equal spacing along z, zpos can be determined
by simply multiplying the z counter, i, by the spacing deltaz

do 5 i = 0,znumpts
xi=float(i)
zpos(i,0)=deltaz*xi
5 continue

*************** Initializing the rpos array ***********************

the volume of each element = uvol, therefore since we are
dealing with disks
the volume = pi * rpos**2 * deltaz,
so we can solve for rpos by simplifying this calculation

do 6 j = 0, mumpts
xj = float(j)
rpos(j,0) = (xj/(xrnumpts)**.5)*rold
6 continue

deltarb = radius.bar / float(rbnumpts)
deltazb = length.bar / float(zbnumpts)

*************** Initializing the zb array ***********************

Since there is equal spacing along z, zb can be determined
by simply multiplying the z counter, i, by the spacing deltarb

do 13 i = 0,zbnumpts-1
xi=float(i)
zhi=(deltazb*xi+deltazb*(xi+1.0))/2.
13 continue

*************** Initializing the rb array ***********************

Since there is equal spacing along the bar radius, zb can be determined
by simply multiplying the rb counter, i, by the spacing deltarb

c
55
do 14 j = 0, rnumpts-1
  xj=real(j)
  rb(j)=( deltarb*xj+deltarb*(xj+l) ) / 2.
14 continue

c ************* Initializing the rest of the arrays ************
c
********** Initial temperature is 293 K
Temperature is measured in Kelvin

do 10 i = 0, znumpts-1
do 11 j = 0, rnumpts-1
  vz(i,0) = 0
  vr(j,0) = 0
  vres(i,j,0) = 0
  inteng(i,j,0) = 0
  ke(i,j,0) = 0
11 continue
10 continue

************* Begin Calculations ********************************
c
*** The zpos array is determined for all t ********
do 7 t = 1, strnumpts
  deltal = strdiff(t)*zold
  znew = zold - deltal
  deltaz = znew/(xznumpts)
c
  zpos(0,t) = zpos(0,t-l) + deltal
  print*, 'zpos(0,*,t,')=',zpos(0,t)
c
  z(i,t) = zpos(i,t) + dfloat(i)*deltaz
  print*, 'z(i,*,t,')=',z(i,t)
15 continue
  zold = znew
7 continue

c Once a new deltaz has been calculated, zpos is completed
  zpos(i,t) = zpos(0,t) + dfloat(i)*deltaz
  print*, 'zpos(*,*,t,')=',zpos(i,t)
15 continue

c reset zold to its new value before going through the loop again
  zold = znew
7 continue

c *** The rpos array is determined for all t *****
do 12 t = 1, strnumpts
  xj=real(j)
Since we have conservation of volume, knowing the change in length we can determine the change in radius

\[ z_{\text{new}} = z_{\text{old}} - \frac{(z_{\text{old}} - z_{\text{pos}}(t))}{z_{\text{new}}}; \]

\[ r_{\text{new}} = \left( \frac{z_{\text{old}}}{z_{\text{new}}} \right)^{1/2}; \]

\[ r_{\text{pos}}(t) = \left( \frac{x_{\text{pos}}}{x_{\text{numpts}}} \right)^{1/2} \cdot r_{\text{new}} \]

16 continue

rold = rnew

If the specimen radius exceeds the incident bar radius the program prints out a warning

If(flag_def.ne.1 .and. rold.ge.(radius_bar))then
    print*,'Specimen deformation exceeds incident bar radius'
    print*,'at t = ',t
    flag_def = 1
endif

********** The z and r arrays **********

We can solve for the z and r arrays using rpos and zpos

\[ z(i,t) = \frac{(z_{\text{pos}}(i,t) + z_{\text{pos}}(i+1,t))}{2}; \]

\[ r(j,t) = \left( \frac{(r_{\text{pos}}(j,t)^2 + r_{\text{pos}}(j,t) \cdot r_{\text{pos}}(j+1,t) + r_{\text{pos}}(j+1,t)^2)}{2 \cdot (r_{\text{pos}}(j,t) + r_{\text{pos}}(j+1,t))} \right)^{1/2}; \]

********** Velocity, Kinetic and Internal Energy **********

We calculate work_in as outlined in the thesis based on Pat's paper, uniformly distributed. If the term znumpts does not appear in the denominator we are solving for the total work_in

\[ \text{work_in}(t) = E \times \text{strsum}(t) / (2 \times \pi \times \text{radius}_\text{bar} \times \text{strdiff}(t) \times \text{zpos}(z_{\text{numpts}},t) - \text{zpos}(0,t)); \]

\[ t_{\text{ke}} = 0 \]

\[ \text{vr}(i,t) = \frac{(z_{\text{pos}}(i+1,t) - z_{\text{pos}}(i,t))}{(2 \times \text{deltat})}; \]

\[ \text{vr}(j,t) = \frac{(r_{\text{pos}}(j+1,t) - r_{\text{pos}}(j,t))}{(2 \times \text{deltat})}; \]
vres(i,j,t) = ( v/r(i,t)**2 + v/r(j,t)**2 )*0.5
print*, 'vres(',i,j,t,') = vres(i,j,t)
ke(i,j,t) = 0.5*mass*vres(i,j,t)**2
the = the + ke(i,j,t)
if ( the<0.0 ) then
print*, 'the is zero'
read*
endif
c here we calculate work as also being dependent
on the specimen radius but still uniformly distributed
rnew = rpos(rnumpts,t)-rpos(0,t)
area_s=( rpos(j+1,t)**2-rpos(j,t)**2 )/rnew**2*xares
workin(t)=strsum(t)/2*area_s*strdiff(t)*
1 ( zpos(znumpts,t)-zpos(0,t) ) /
2 (zsumpts=xsums*zsumpts)
inteng(i,j,t) = workin(t) - ke(i,j,t)
c the max function, returns a 0 if inteng is less than
workin(t) - ke(i,j,t).
if ( inteng(i,j,t)<0.0 ) then
inteng(i,j,t)=inteng(i,j,t)
c inteng(i,j,t)=0
endif
d1 continue
d2 continue
c here we calculate work as it relates to KE, that is those
elements of the specimen undergoing the greatest KE
should be having the greatest amount of work done on them.
c In this case we total up the KE for all i and j and designate
this total as theKE. The proportion of work assigned to each
element then is a proportion ke(i,j,t)/theKE
do 42 i = 0, znumpts - 1
do 43 j = 0, rnumpts - 1
workin_e(i,j,t) = workin(t)*ke(i,j,t)/theKE
inteng(i,j,t) = workin_e(i,j,t) - ke(i,j,t)
c the max function, returns a 0 if inteng is less than
workin(t) - ke(i,j,t).
if ( inteng(i,j,t)<0.0 ) then
print*, 'Delta.KE is negative at t=',t
endif
d3 continue
d4 continue
d32 continue

Since we are using a second order approximation for velocity,
c the last element in the array must be calculated separately
as a first order approximation.
c the = 0
t = strnumpts
workin(t)=$$E$$*strsum(t)/2*pi*radius_bar**2*strdiff(t)*
  (zpos(strnumpts,t)-zpos(0,t))/
  2 (zpos(znumpts,t)-zpos(0,t))/
  2 (xarcs)
do 45 i = 0, znumpts - 1
  vz(i,t) = (z(i,t)-z(i,t-1))/(deltat)
do 56 j = 0, rnumpts - 1
  vr(j,t) = (r(j,t)-r(j,t-1))/(deltat)
  vres(i,j,t) = (vr(j,t)**2 + vz(i,t)**2)**0.5
  ke(i,j,t) = 0.5*mass*vres(i,j,t)**2
c  print*,"vres(*,i,',',j,',',t,') =',vres(i,j,t)
c  print*,"ke(i,j,t) =",ke(i,j,t)
c  endif
doworkin, n also being dependent
c on the specimen radius
c  area_s = (rpos(j+1,t)**2-rpos(j,t)**2)/rnew**2*xarcs
  workin(t)=$$E$$*strsum(t)/2*area_s*strdiff(t)*
  1 (zpos(znumpts,t)-zpos(0,t))/
  2 (xarcs*xrnumpts*xznumpts)
inteng(i,j,t) = workin(t) - ke(i,j,t)
c the max function, returns a 0 is inteng is less than
c workin(t) - ke(i,j,t).
  if (inteng(i,j,t).lt.0) then
    inteng(i,j,t)=0
  endif
do 46 i = 0, znumpts - 1
do 47 j = 0, rnumpts - 1
  workin_e(i,j,t) = workin(t)*ke(i,j,t)/tke
  inteng(i,j,t) = workin_e(i,j,t) - ke(i,j,t)
c the max function, returns a 0 is inteng is less than
c workin(t) - ke(i,j,t).
  if (inteng(i,j,t).lt.0) then
    print*,'Delta.IE is negative at t=',t
  endif
c if ( inteng(i,j,t).It.0) then
  c inteng(i,j,t)=0
endif

47 continue
46 continue
t0 = 293

do 115 t = 0,strnumpts
  do 116 i = 0, znumpts -1
    do 117 j = 0, rnumpts -1
      us(i,j,t) = t0
    117 continue
  116 continue
  do 118 ib = 0, zbnumpts
    do 119 jb = 0, rbnumpts
      ub(ib,jb,t) = t0
    119 continue
  118 continue
115 continue

C ******** Calculating the temperature rise in the specimen ************
C
C Using specific volume to solve for temperature
C we are given 180.9479 grams/mole as the atomic weight of Tantalum
C From TAPP the specific heat of solids are expressed as a function
C of temperature with the equation:
C \( C_v(T) = -C_3 - 2(C_4E-3)*T - 2(C_5E6)T^2 - 6(C_6E-6)*T^3 + .25(C_8)*T^-0.5 + C_p\_mag \)
C
C where
C tapp3 = -47.6677*le-5
C tapp4 = 5.45091*le-6
C tapp5 = -0.21647*le-5
C tapp6 = -0.59727*le-5
C tapp8 = -1669.643*le-5
C
C As a check we will also solve for Temperature based on a
C constant C_v. Further more, if we shut diffusion off we should
C be able to sit back and watch the temperature rise in the
C specimen. In this way we can compare the temperature rise in
C the specimen with and without diffusion.
C We can then determine how much bleeds out as a temperature
C loss due to diffusion.
C
C con0 = density*uvol*5.526453e-3
C print*,'con0=',con0
C coeff of T term
C con1 = -1.0*con0*tapp3
C print*,'con1=',con1
C coeff of T^2 term
C con2 = -1.0*con0*tapp4*le-3
C print*,'con2=',con2
C coeff of T^-1
C con3 = 2.0*con0*tapp5*le6
C print*,*con3=',con3
C coeff of T^3
C con4 = -2.0*con0*tapp6*le-5
C print*,*con4=',con4
C coeff of T*.5
C con5 = .5*con0*tapp8
C print*,*con5=',con5

do 700 t = 1, strnumpts
  do 701 ib = 0, zbnumpts
    do 702 jb = 0, rbnumpts
      ub(ib,jb,t) = t0
    702 j = 0, rbnumpts
  701 i = 0, znumpts
  700 t = 1, strnumpts
\[ T_{\text{initial}} = \text{conl} \cdot \text{us}(i,j,t-l) + \text{con2} \cdot \text{us}(i,j,t-l)^2 + \text{con4} \cdot \text{us}(i,j,t-l)^3 + \text{con3} \cdot \frac{1}{\text{us}(i,j,t-l)} + \text{con5} \cdot \text{us}(i,j,t-l)^{0.5} \]

\[ T_{\text{initial}} = \text{conl} \cdot t_0 + \text{con2} \cdot t_0^2 + \text{con4} \cdot t_0^3 + \text{con3} \cdot \frac{1}{t_0} + \text{con5} \cdot t_0^{0.5} \]

deltIE(i,j,t) = \int \text{engCi,j,t)}

************* Constant C_v calculations *********************

The integral to solve for \( T_f \) is easily done leaving us with

\[ \text{us}(i,j,t) = \frac{\text{deltIE}(i,j,t)}{\text{conO} \cdot l} + \text{us}(i,j,t-l) \]

************************************************************

\[ \text{con6} = \frac{\text{deltIE}(i,j,t)}{\text{us}(i,j,t)} \]

\[ \text{print*}, '\text{con6}=', \text{con6} \]

\[ \text{print*}, '\text{initial us}(', i, ',', j, ',', t-l, ') =', \text{us}(i,j,t-l) \]

\[ \text{call newton( us(i,j,t-l) ,0.0001,10,215.0,1,root,f,dfdx,n)} \]

\[ \text{print*}, '\text{root is }, \text{ROOT}, ' \text{in }, N, ' \text{ iterations} \]

\[ \text{us}(i,j,t) = \text{root} \]

\[ \text{print*}, '\text{us}(', i, ',', j, ',', t, ') =', \text{us}(i,j,t) \]

702 continue

**• Calculating the arguments for the spline routine ****

\[ \text{nspline} = \text{rnumpts} \]

\[ \text{if}(i \eq 0) \text{ then} \]

\[ \text{do 148 j = 0, rnumpts - 1} \]

\[ \text{Rspline and qspline are used so that only a one-dimensional} \]
\[ \text{array needs to be passed to the spline routine.} \]

\[ \text{r_spline(j)} = r(j,t) \]

\[ \text{u_spline(j)} = \text{us}(0,j,t) \]

148 continue

\[ \text{The spline routine returns the coefficients of the cubic spline} \]
\[ \text{polynomials needed to interface between the specimen and the} \]
\[ \text{incident bar.} \]

\[ \text{call spline(nspline,r_spline,u_spline,ac,be,cc,dc)} \]

\[ \text{do 51 j = 0, rnumpts - 2} \]

\[ \text{act}(j,t) = \text{ac}(j) \]

\[ \text{bct}(j,t) = \text{bc}(j) \]

\[ \text{cct}(j,t) = \text{cc}(j) \]

\[ \text{dct}(j,t) = \text{dc}(j) \]

51 continue

\[ \text{endif} \]

701 continue

**************** Incident bar diffusion **********************

\[ \text{sl=diffconb*delatab/deltarb} \]

\[ \text{s2=diffconb*delatb/deltazb} \]

\[ \text{print*}, '\text{sl }=', \text{sl} \]

\[ \text{print*}, '\text{s2 }=', \text{s2} \]

\[ \text{j }= \text{rnumpts - 1} \]

\[ \text{print*}, '\text{j }=', \text{j} \]
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counter = 1
sum = 0
conflag = 0
rupper = r(j,t)
c print*,'upper=',r(j,t)
do 86 ib = 0, rnumpts
do 86 jb = rnumpts, 0,-1
xj = float(jb)
xj = float(jb)
xt = float(t)

c Condition 1
if (xj*deltarb.le.rupper .and. ib.eq.O .and. conflag.ne.1)then
rb.counter = jb
c print*,'rb_counter=',rb_counter
do 48 jj=jb, 0, -1
xj=float(jj)
if (xj*deltarb.le.rupper .and. xj'deltarb.gt.rlower)then
usi(jj,t) = act(j-counter,t) +
1 bct(j-counter,t)*(deltarb*xj - rlower)+
2 cct(j-counter,t)*(deltarb*xj - rlower)**2 +
3 dct(j-counter,t)*(deltarb*xj - rlower)**3

c print*,'usi(jj,t)=' ,usi(jj,t)
c these conditions allow for a value in the specimen array to
c be used in calculating a corresponding value in the incident
c bar.
if( jj.ne.rbnumpts .and. jj.ne.O ) then
ub(ib,jj,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(
1 (2.*xj+l.)*ub(ib,jj,t-l)-4.*xj*ub(ib,jj,t-l)
2 +(2.*xj-l.)*ub(ib,jj-l,t-l) +usi(jj,t)
3 +ub(ib,jj,t-l)
endif
if( jj.eq.rbnumpts ) then
ub(ib,jj,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(
1 (2.*xj+l.)*ub(ib,jj,t-l)-4.*xj*ub(ib,jj,t-l)
2 +(2.*xj-l.)*ub(ib,jj-l,t-l) +usi(jj,t)
3 +ub(ib,jj,t-l)
endif
if(jj.eq.0)then
ub(ib,jj,t)=(4.«sl)*( ub(ib,jj+l,t-l)-ub(ib,jj,t-l) )
1 +usi(jj,t)
2 +ub(ib,jj,t-l)
endif
if(jj.eq.rnumpts) then
ub(ib,jj,t)=(x.t)=( ub(ib,jj+1,t-1)-ub(ib,jj,t-1) )
1 +x( ub(ib+1,jj,t-1)-2.*ub(ib,jj,t-1)+usi(jj,t) )
2 +ub(ib,jj,t-1)
endif

if(jj.eq.0)then
ub(ib,jj,t)=(x.t)=( ub(ib,jj+1,t-1)-ub(ib,jj,t-1) )
1 +x( ub(ib+1,jj,t-1)-2.*ub(ib,jj,t-1)+usi(jj,t) )
2 +ub(ib,jj,t-1)
endif

if(counter.eq.rnumpts) then
jbfix = jj
don 320 ii = jbfix - 1.0,-1
usi(ii,t) = usi(jbfix,t)
c these conditions allow for a value in the specimen array to
c be used in calculating a corresponding value in the incident
c bar.
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if ( ii.ne.rbnumpts .and. ii.ne.0 ) then
  ub(ib,ii,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(
    1 + (2.*xj+l.)*ub(ib,ii+l,t-l)-4.*xj*ub(ib,ii,t-l)
    1 + s2*( ub(ib+l,ii,t-l)-2.*ub(ib,ii,t-l)+usi(ii,t-l) )
    4 + ub(ib,ii,t-l)
endif

if ( ii.eq.rbnumpts ) then
  ub(ib,ii,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(
    1 + (2.*xj+l.)*ub(ib,ii,t-l)-4.*xj*ub(ib,ii,t-l)
    1 + s2*( ub(ib+l,ii,t-l)-2.*ub(ib,ii,t-l)+usi(ii,t-l) )
    4 + ub(ib,ii,t-l)
endif

if(ii.eq.0)then
  ub(ib,ii,t)=(4.*sl)*( ub(ib,ii+l,t-l)-ub(ib,ii,t-l) )
    1 + s2*( ub(ib+l,ii,t-l)-2.*ub(ib,ii,t-l)+usi(ii,t-l) )
    2 + ub(ib,ii,t-l)
endif

sum = ub(ib,ii,t) + sum
320 continue
jj = -1
endif
endif
48 continue
endif

if(jb.eq.0 .and. ib.ne.0 .and. ib.ne.zbnumpts)then
  ub(ib,jb,t)=(4.*sl)*( ub(ib,jb+l,t-l)-ub(ib,jb,t-l) )
    1 + s2*( ub(ib+l,jb,t-l)-2.*ub(ib,jb,t-l)+ub(ib-l,jb,t-l) )
    2 + ub(ib,jb,t-l)
endif

if((xj*deltarb).gt.r(rnumpts-l,t) .and. ib.eq.0
  .and. conlflag.ne.l .and. jb.ne.rbnumpts)then
  print*,'loop 3 calculations'
  print*,'xj*deltarb=',xj*deltarb,'r max at',t,'is',r(rnumpts-l,t)
  ub(ib,jb,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(
    1 + (2.*xj+l.)*ub(ib,jb+l,t-l)-4.*xj*ub(ib,jb,t-l)
    1 + s2*( ub(ib+l,jb,t-l)-2.*ub(ib,jb,t-l)+ub(ib,jb,t-l) )
    4 + ub(ib,jb,t-l)
endif

if(ub(ib,jb,t).lt.ub(ib,jb,t-l) )then
  ub(ib,jb,t)=ub(ib,jb,t-l)
endif

print*,'ub3(*,ib,',*,jb,',',t,*)=*,ub(ib,jb,t)
read*
endif
if(ib.eq.0 .and. jb.eq.rbnumpts)then
  ub(ib,jb,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(
    (2.*xj)*ub(ib,jb,t-1)-4.*xj*ub(ib,jb,t-1)
  +s2*( ub(ib+1,jb,t-1)-2.*ub(ib,jb,t-1)+ub(ib-1,jb,t-1) )
  +ub(ib,jb,t-1)
endif
print*, 'ub4(',ib,',jb,',t,')=',ub(ib,jb,t)
read*
endif

if(jb.ge.1 .and. ib.ge.1 .and. ib.ne.zbnumpts .and. jb.ne.rbnumpts)then
  ub(ab,jb,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(
    (2.*xj)*ub(ib,jb+1,t-1)-4.*xj*ub(ib,jb,t-1)
  +s2*( ub(ib+1,jb,t-1)-2.*ub(ib,jb,t-1)+ub(ib-1,jb,t-1) )
  +ub(ib,jb,t-1)
endif
print*, 'ub5(',ib,',jb,',t,')=',ub(ib,jb,t)
read*
endif

if(jb.eq.0 .and. ib.eq.zbnumpts)then
  ub(ib,jb,t)=(4.*sl)*ub(ib,jb+1,t-1)
  +s2*( ub(ib,jb,t-1)-2.*ub(ib,jb,t-1)+ub(ib-1,jb,t-1) )
  +ub(ib,jb,t-1)
endif
print*, 'ub6(',ib,',jb,',t,')=',ub(ib,jb,t)
read*
endif

if(jb.ne.0 .and. ib.eq.zbnumpts .and. jb.ne.rbnumpts)then
  ub(ib,jb,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(
    (2.*xj)*ub(ib,jb+1,t-1)-4.*xj*ub(ib,jb,t-1)
  +s2*( ub(ib+1,jb,t-1)-2.*ub(ib,jb,t-1)+ub(ib-1,jb,t-1) )
  +ub(ib,jb,t-1)
endif
print*, 'ub7(',ib,',jb,',t,')=',ub(ib,jb,t)
read*
endif
if(jb.eq.rbnumpts .and. ib.ne.zbnumpts .and. ib.ns.O)then
  ub(ib,jb,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(1 (2.*xj+1.)*ub(ib,jb,t-l)-4.*xj*ub(ib,jb,t-l)
2 +s2*( ub(ib+l,jb,t-l)-2.*ub(ib,jb,t-l)+ub(ib-l,jb,t-l) )
3 +ub(ib,jb,t-l)
endif
if( ub(ib,jb,t).lt.ub(ib,jb,t-l) )then
  ub(ib,jb,t)=ub(ib,jb,t-l)
endif
print*,*ub8(',ib,*,jb,*,t,*,t)='ub(ib,jb,t)
read*
endif
65 continue
86 continue
*********************************************************************
* • Calculating diffusion within the specimen *
*********************************************************************
c
  The specimen is always changing size thus we need a new
c deltar and deltaz each at each t.
  deltar.s = rpos(rnumpts,t) / float(rnumpts)
deltaz.s = ( length.s - zpos(O,t) )/float(znumpts)
s_sl=diffcons*deltat/deltar_s**2
s_s2=diffcons*deltat/deltaz.s**2
print *,'s_sl =',s_sl
print *,'s_s2 =',s_s2
read*
do 52 i = 0, znumpts-1
do 53 j = 0, rnumpts-1
  xj = float(j)
  xi = float(i)
  xt = float(t)
c
  Condition 1
  if(i.eq.O .and. j.eq.O )then
    us(i,j,t)=(4.*s_slM us(i,j+1,t-l)-us(i,j,t-l) )
  endif
  print *,'us(',i,',j,t)=',us(i,j,t)
  read*
c  —
c Condition 9
if(jb.eq.rbnumpts .and. ib.eq.zbnumpts)then
  ub(ib,jb,t)=sl/(2.*xj)*(1 (2.*xj+1.)*ub(ib,jb,t-l)-4.*xj*ub(ib,jb,t-l)
2 +s2*( ub(ib+l,jb,t-l)-2.*ub(ib,jb,t-l)+ub(ib-l,jb,t-l) )
3 +ub(ib,jb,t-l)
endif
if( ub(ib,jb,t).lt.ub(ib,jb,t-l) )then
  ub(ib,jb,t)=ub(ib,jb,t-l)
endif
print*, 'ub9(',ib,*,',',jb,*,',',t,*,')='ub(ib,jb,t)
read*
c Condition 2
if(i.eq.0 .and. j.ne.0 .and. j.ne.nnumpts)then
    us(i,j,t)=s_sl*( us(i,j+l,t-l)-us(i,j,t-l) )
    1 =s_sl*( us(i,j+l,t-l)-2.*us(i,j,t-l)+us(i-l,j,t-l) )
    2 +us(i,j,t-l)
endif

c Condition 3
if(j.eq.0 .and. i.ne.0 .and. i.ne.nnumpts)then
    us(i,j,t)=(4.*s_sl)*( us(i,j+l,t-l)-us(i,j,t-l) )
    1 =s_sl*( us(i,l,j,t-l)-2.*us(i,j,t-l)+us(i-l,j,t-l) )
    2 +us(i,j,t-l)
endif

c Condition 4
if(i.eq.0 .and. j.eq.rnumpts)then
    us(i,j,t)=s_sl/(2.*xj)*(
    1 (2.*xj+l.)*us(i,j+l,t-l)-4.*xj*us(i,j,t-l)
    2 +(2.*xj-l.)*us(i,j-l,t-l) )
    3 =s_s2*( us(i,l,j,t-l)-2.*us(i,j,t-l)+avg_ub )
    4 +us(i,j,t-l)
endif

c Condition 5
if(j.ge.1 .and. i.ge.1 .and. i.ne.nnumpts
    1 .and. j.ne.rnumpts)then
    us(i,j,t)=s_sl/(2.*xj)*(
    1 (2.*xj+l.)*us(i,j+l,t-l)-4.*xj*us(i,j,t-l)
    2 +(2.*xj-l.)*us(i,j-l,t-l) )
    3 =s_s2*( us(i+l,j,t-l)-2.*us(i,j,t-l)+avg_ub )
    4 +us(i,j,t-l)
endif

c Condition 6
if(j.eq.0 .and. i.eq.nnumpts)then
    us(i,j,t)=(4.*s.sl)«( us(i,j+l,t-l)-us(i,j,t-l) )
    1 =s.s2«( us(i,j,t-l)-2.*us(i,j,t-l)+us(i-l,j,t-l) )
    2 +us(i,j,t-l)
endif

c Condition 7
if(j.ne.0 .and. i.eq.nnumpts .and. j.ne.rnumpts)then
    us(i,j,t)=s.sl/(2.0*xj)»(
    1 (2.»xj+l.)*us(i,j+l,t-l)-4.»xj*us(i,j,t-l)
    2 +(2.»xj-l.)*us(i,j-l.t-l) )
    3 =s_s2*( us(i,j,t-l)-2.*us(i,j,t-l)+us(i-l,j,t-l) )
    4 +us(i,j,t-l)
endif
endif

Condition 8
if (j .eq. rnumpts .and. i.ne.znumpts .and. i.ne.COthen
  1 2 3
us(i,j,t)=s_sl/(2.*xj)*((2.*xj+l.)*us(i,j,t-l)-4.*xj*us(i,j,t-l)
  1 2 3 4
+(2.*xj-l.)*us(i,j-l,t-l))

endif

Condition 9
if(j.eq.rnumpts .and. i.eq.znumpts)then
  1 2 3
us(i,j,t)=s_sl/(2.*xj)*((2.*xj+l.)*us(i,j,t-l)-4.*xj*us(i,j,t-l)
  1 2 3 4
+(2.*xj-l.)*us(i,j-l,t-l))

endif

print*,'diffusion us(i,j,t) =',us(i,j,t)

continue

Print the temperatures at each time step in a separate file
These files take on names in the form T00##.dat where ### is
the value of t for 0<=t<=399.

filetb = 'TB.dat'
do 43 t =2, strnumpts
  call ripapart(t)
  filetb(3:3) = char(ch(gh))
  filetb(4:4) = char(ch(gt))
  filetb(5:5) = char(ch(gu))
  print*,'ripapart loop for t=',t
  open(unit = 22,file=filetb,status='new')
  write(22,*)zbnumpts,rbnumpts
  do 91 jj=rbnumpts,0,-l
    write(22,99) (us(ii,jj,t), ii=0,zbnumpts)
  91 continue
  close(22)

filets = 'TS.dat'
do 44 t = 2, strnumpts
  call ripapart(t)
  filets(3:3) = char(ch(gh))
  filets(4:4) = char(ch(gt))
  filets(5:5) = char(ch(gu))
  print*,'ripapart loop for t=',t
  open(unit = 22,file=filets,status='new')
  write(22,*)znumpts,rnumpts
  do 92 jj=rnumpts,0,-l
    write(22,99) (us(ii,jj,t), ii=0,rnumpts)
  92 continue
  close(22)
The print loop
To print every XX number of steps use the timestep variable

timestep = 1
fileenergy = '.......ct3000.dat'

c call ripapart(t)
c fileenergy(10:10) = char(ch(gh))
c fileenergy(11:11) = char(ch(gl))
c fileenergy(12:12) = char(ch(gu))
c fileenergy(1:1) = 'z'
c fileenergy(2:2) = 'o'
c fileenergy(3:3) = 'r'
c fileenergy(4:4) = 'k'
c fileenergy(5:5) = 'e'
c fileenergy(6:6) = 'n'
open(22, file='tem_spec.dat',status='new')
do 55 t = 0,strnumpts,timestep
do 66 i=0,znumpts-1
do 72 j=0,rnumpts-1
write(22,90) z(i,t),r(j,t),us(i,j,t)57 continue
96 continue55 continue
close(22)
open(22, file='tem_bar.dat',status='new')
do 68 i=0,zbnumpts-1
do 72 j=0,rbnumpts-1
write(22,90) zb(i),rb(j),ub(i,j,t)72 continue68 continue62 continue
close(22)

fileenergy(1:1) = 'z'
c fileenergy(2:2) = '
'
c fileenergy(3:3) = '
'
c fileenergy(4:4) = '
'
c fileenergy(5:5) = '
'
c fileenergy(6:6) = '
'
open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 57 t = 0, strnumpts, timestep
c write(22,90) z(i,t), i=0,strnumpts-157 continue
close(22)

c fileenergy(1:1) = 'o'
c fileenergy(2:2) = 'o'
c fileenergy(3:3) = 'o'
c fileenergy(4:4) = 'o'
c fileenergy(5:5) = 'o'
c fileenergy(6:6) = 'o'
close(22)
open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 162 t = 1, strnumpts, timestep
write(22,*)'work in for each element at t =',t
do 106 j=rnumpts-l,0,-l
write(22,90) (workin_e(i,j,t), i=0,znumpts-l)
106 continue
162 continue
close(22)

fileenergy(1:1) = 'r'
fileenergy(2:2) = 'p'
fileenergy(3:3) = '_'
fileenergy(4:4) = '_'
fileenergy(5:5) = '_'
fileenergy(6:6) = 'l'

open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 68 t = 0, strnumpts, timestep
write(22,*)'rp array at time',t
write(22,90)(rpos(j,t))
111 continue
68 continue

close(22)

fileenergy(1:1) = 'z'
fileenergy(2:2) = 'p'
fileenergy(3:3) = '_'
fileenergy(4:4) = '_'
fileenergy(5:5) = '_'
fileenergy(6:6) = 'l'

open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 72 t = 0, strnumpts, timestep
write(22,*)'zp array at time',t
write(22,90)(zpos(i,t), i = 0,znumpts)
72 continue

close(22)

fileenergy(1:1) = 'v'
fileenergy(2:2) = 'z'
fileenergy(3:3) = '_'
fileenergy(4:4) = '_'
fileenergy(5:5) = '_'
fileenergy(6:6) = '_'

open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 77 t = 0, strnumpts, timestep
write(22,*)'vz array at time',t
write(22,90) (vz(i,t), i=0,znumpts-l)
77 continue

close(22)

fileenergy(1:1) = 'v'
fileenergy(2:2) = 'r'
fileenergy(3:3) = '_'
fileenergy(4:4) = '_'
fileenergy(5:5) = '_'
fileenergy(6:6) = 'l'

open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 82 t = 0, strnumpts, timestep
write(22,*)'vr array at time',t
write(22,90) (vr(j,t))
82 continue

close(22)
open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 97 t = 0, strnumpts, timestep
  write(22,*) 'inteng array at time', t
  do 136 j=rnumpts-1.0,-1
    write(22,90) (intengCi,j,t), i=0,znumpts-1
  136 continue
97 continue
close(22)

open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 102 t = 0, strnumpts, timestep
  write(22,*) 'spec temp array at time', t
  do 141 j=rnumpts-1.0,-1
    write(22,90) (us(i,j,t), i=0,znumpts-1)
  141 continue
102 continue
close(22)

c fileenergy(1:1) = 'u'
c fileenergy(2:2) = 's'
c fileenergy(3:3) = 'p'
c fileenergy(4:4) = 'e'
c fileenergy(5:5) = 'c'
c fileenergy(6:6) = '*'
c open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 93 t = 0, strnumpts, timestep
  write(22,*) 'Incident bar temperature array at time', t
  do 131 jb=rbnumpts,0,-1
    write(22,90) (ub(ib,jb,t), ib=0,zbnumpts)
  131 continue
93 continue
c close(22)
c c fileenergy(1:1) = 'w'
c fileenergy(2:2) = 'o'
c fileenergy(3:3) = 'c'
c fileenergy(4:4) = 'e'
c fileenergy(5:5) = 'i'
c fileenergy(6:6) = '*'
c open(22, file=fileenergy, status='new')
do 107 t = 0, strnumpts, timestep
  write(22,*) 'workin array at time', t
  write(22,90) (workin(t))
107 continue
close(22)

subroutine ripapart(m)

C BIG ASSUMPTION: m is an integer in the range 0..999

integer m
common ih, it, iu

C CAUTION: INTEGER mode arithmetic

ih = m / 100
it = (m - ih * 100) / 10
iu = m - ih * 100 - it * 10
return
end

subroutine spline(k,x,y,ac,be,cc,de)

integer k
parameter(n = 3)

double precision x(0:n+1), y(0:n+1)
double precision deltax(0:n), deltay(0:n)
double precision s(0:n+1), a(2:n), b(l:n), c(l:n-l)
double precision u(l:n), gam(2:n)
double precision ac(0:n), bc(0:n), cc(0:n), dc(0:n)
double precision bet

data (x(i), i=0, n+1) / 1.0, 2.25, 3.5, 4.0, 5.25, 6.75, 8.0 /
data (y(i), i=0, n+1) / 1.0, 2.75, 4.25, 6.0, 4.5, 1.75, 2.0 /
do 70 i = 0,n
70 continue

FUNCTION f(x)

double precision conl,con2,con3,con4,con5,con6

double precision f, x

common/coef/conl,con2,con3,con4,con5,con6

c print*,'in the f function routine x=',x
f = conl*x+con2*x**2+con3*(1/x)+con4*x**3
+con5*x**.5-con6

c print*,'at x=',x,'the value of f is',f
return
END

function dfdx(x)

double precision conl,con2,con3,con4,con5

double precision x, dfdx

common/coef/conl,con2,con3,con4,con5

e print*,'in dfdx function routine x=',x
dfdx = conl+2*con2*x-con3*(1/x**2)+
3*con4*x**2+.5*con5*(1/x**.5)

c print*,'conl =',conl
c print*,'con2 =',con2
c print*,'con3 =',con3
c print*,'con4 =',con4
c print*,'con5 =',con5

c print*,'at x=',x,'the value of dfdx is',dfdx
return
end

/* functions and subroutines follow */

FUNCTION f(x)

double precision conl,con2,con3,con4,con5,con6

double precision f, x

common/coef/conl,con2,con3,con4,con5,con6

c print*,'in the f function routine x=',x
f = conl*x+con2*x**2+con3*(1/x)+con4*x**3
+con5*x**.5-con6

c print*,'at x=',x,'the value of f is',f
return
END

function dfdx(x)

double precision conl,con2,con3,con4,con5

double precision x, dfdx

common/coef/conl,con2,con3,con4,con5

e print*,'in dfdx function routine x=',x
dfdx = conl+2*con2*x-con3*(1/x**2)+
3*con4*x**2+.5*con5*(1/x**.5)

c print*,'conl =',conl
c print*,'con2 =',con2
c print*,'con3 =',con3
c print*,'con4 =',con4
c print*,'con5 =',con5

c print*,'at x=',x,'the value of dfdx is',dfdx
return
end

subroutine ripapart(m)

c BIG ASSUMPTION: m is an integer in the range 0..999

integer m

common ih, it, iu

C CAUTION: INTEGER mode arithmetic

ih = m / 100
it = (m - ih * 100) / 10
iu = m - ih * 100 - it * 10
return
end

subroutine spline(k,x,y,ac,be,cc,de)

integer k

parameter(n = 3)

double precision x(0:n+1), y(0:n+1)
double precision deltax(0:n), deltay(0:n)
double precision s(0:n+1), a(2:n), b(l:n), c(l:n-l)
double precision u(l:n), gam(2:n)
double precision ac(0:n), bc(0:n), cc(0:n), dc(0:n)
double precision bet

data (x(i), i=0, n+1) / 1.0, 2.25, 3.5, 4.0, 5.25, 6.75, 8.0 /
data (y(i), i=0, n+1) / 1.0, 2.75, 4.25, 6.0, 4.5, 1.75, 2.0 /
do 70 i = 0,n
deltax(i) = x(i+1) - x(i)

deltay(i) = y(i+1) - y(i)

print*, 'deltax(',i,') = ',deltax(i)

c print*, 'deltay(',i,') = ',deltay(i)

70 continue

do 75 i = 1,n

b(i) = 2.0*(deltax(i-1) + deltax(i))

print*, 'b(',i,') = ',b(i)

u(i) = 6.0*(deltay(i)/deltax(i) - deltax(i)/deltax(i-1))

print*, 'u(',i,') = ',u(i)

75 continue

do 80 i = 2, n

b(i) = deltax(i-1)

print*, 'b(',i,') = ',b(i)

u(i) = 6.0*(deltay(i)/deltax(i) - deltax(i-1)/deltax(i-2))

print*, 'u(',i,') = ',u(i)

80 continue

do 85 i = 1, n-1

a(i) = deltax(i-1)

print*, 'a(',i,') = ',a(i)

85 continue

if (b(1).eq.0) pause

bet = b(1)

s(1) = u(1)/bet

do 95 i = 2, n

gam(i) = c(i-1)/bet

print*, 'gam(',i,') = ',gam(i)

bet = b(i) - a(i)*gam(i)

if (b(i).eq.0) pause

s(i) = (u(i) - a(i)*s(i-1))/bet

print*, 's(',i,') = ',s(i)

95 continue

do 100 i = n - 1, 1, -1

s(i) = s(i) - gam(i+1)*s(i+1)

print*, s(i)

100 continue

s(0) = 0.0

s(n+1) = 0.0

do 105 i = 0, n

ac(i) = y(i)

bc(i) = (y(i+1) - y(i))/deltax(i)

cc(i) = 2.0*(s(i+1) - s(i))/deltax(i)

cc(i) = s(i)/2.0

dc(i) = (s(i+1) - s(i))/deltax(i)

105 continue

do 110 i = 0, n

print*, 'ac(',i,') = ', ac(i)

print*, 'bc(',i,') = ', bc(i)

print*, 'cc(',i,') = ', cc(i)

print*, 'dc(',i,') = ', dc(i)

110 continue

return

end

SUBROUTINE NEWTON(X,EPS,IHAX,DXHAX,MULT,ROOT,F,DFDX,N)

* Newton's algorithm . Xnew = Xold + dx, where

* dx = -f(Xold)/dfdx(Xold)
* is used to find a root of the function $f(x)$. Additionally, the derivative of the function, called $dfdx()$ is required as a used coded function. The initial guess for the root is $x$ and convergence is attained when $|dx| < \text{eps}$.

* Variables
* double precision $x$, $\text{ROOT}$, $F$, $DFDX$, $DF$, $DX$
* real $\text{eps}$, $dxmax$
* INTEGER $N$, $\text{IMAX}$, $\text{MULT}$

* IMAX -- The maximum no. of iterations.
* $\text{DIMAX}$ -- A limit on the size of computed dx's
* $\text{N}$ -- The actual number of iterations
* $\text{MULT}$ -- The assumed multiplicity of the root.
* $\text{ROOT}$ -- The value computed for the root of $f(x)$

* Iterations
* DO 15, $I = 1, \text{IMAX}$
  * print*, 'i=', $I$, 'x=', $x$,
  * DEF = $DFDX(x)$
  * print*, 'at i=', $I$, 'the value of dfdx at x=', $x$, 'is', df
  * IF(DF .EQ. 0.) THEN
    * WRITE(*,12) $I$, $x$, $F(x)$
    * PAUSE 'Fatal Error in NEWTON'
    * RETURN
  * ELSEIF(ABSDX) .GT. $\text{DXMAX}$) THEN
    * WRITE(*,10) $I$, $dx$
    * PAUSE 'Fatal Error in NEWTON, method diverging'
    * RETURN
  * ENDIF
  * $x = x + dx$
  * print*, 'the new x+dx becomes ', $x$
  * 15 CONTINUE
  * WRITE(*,11) $x$, $F(x)$, $dx$
  * PAUSE 'ERROR in NEWTON, method not converging'

* Formats
* 10 FORMAT(/,
  * + $x$, '**********ERROR IN NEWTON**********',/,
  * + $x$,' Iteration No.-', $I$, ',/,
  * + $x$,' The current value of dx = ', $dx$, ',/.
  * + $x$,' is larger than the prescribed limit 1./,
  * + $x$, '**********Program Terminated**********',/)
  * 11 FORMAT(/,
  * + $x$, '**********ERROR IN NEWTON**********',/,
  * + $x$,' Newton fails due to excessive iterations 1./,
  * + $x$,' After executing the maximum number of steps 1./,
  * + $x$,' f(', $x12.5, ') = ', $x$, ',/.
  * + $x$,' and the latest dx = ', $dx$, ',/.'
Program Terminated

Error in Newton

In iteration No.: "13",

The current value of df is EXACTLY zero

The problem is likely in the code for DFDX

Program Terminated

END